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FOOTPRINTS ON THE LANDSCAPE: THE HISTORICAL ECOLOGY OF HUNTERGATHERERS IN THE ARCHAIC SOUTHEAST
By
James Cowan Waggoner, Jr.
August 2009
Chair: Kenneth E. Sassaman
Major: Anthropology
Hunter-gatherer populations worldwide burn vegetation and use other means to modify
their environments for a variety of reasons. Archaeologists acknowledge that hunter-gatherers of
the ancient past likely impacted their environments much like modern foragers, but they do not
agree on the scale or consequences of the impacts. Many habitats worldwide depend on the
regular application of fire to be sustained. Lightning strikes are one source of ignition for firedependent communities, but humans may have been equally active in their spread and
perpetuation.
One such fire-dependent community is the longleaf pine-wiregrass forests of southwest
Georgia, U.S. Greatly reduced by Euroamerican land-use practices, longleaf pine-wiregrass
forests can be sustained only when subjected to fire every one to three years. The economic
value of these forests to humans is significant, if indirect. When in close proximity to wetlands,
longleaf pine-wiregrass forests provide ample edge and browse for white-tailed deer and other
fauna important to ancient foragers. Through the use of fire, humans had the potential to manage
the primary production of forests and thus influence the degree to which settlement of upland
localities could be sustained.
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Archaeological survey in the Dougherty Plain of southwest Georgia was conducted to
collect regional-scale data on the land-use patterns of hunter-gatherers who resided in the area
during the Late Archaic period (ca. 5000-3000 BP). Lithic artifacts from 446 components were
classified into four site types indicative of functional variations among locations in a settlementsubsistence system. Bridging arguments linking patterns of land-use to the predictability of
resources, and hence use of fire, were deduced from theories of technological organization.
Results of this analysis suggest that resource predictability enhanced by burning supported
settlement consisting of habitation throughout the interriverine zone at locations of upland
wetlands, coupled with short-term camps and hunting stations in upland tracts adjacent to
wetlands. These are the same upland tracts that hold the greatest potential for fire management
in the Dougherty Plain. Future research should target upland wetlands in these locales to seek
sediment cores with direct evidence for burning.
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CHAPTER 1
PREHISTORIC HUNTER-GATHERER HISTORICAL ECOLOGY IN THE
ARCHAIC SOUTHEAST
This research addresses anthropogenic impacts to regional-scale environments by
hunter-gatherers. More specifically, it examines the extent to which Native Americans
used fire to influence the distribution of plant and animal resources. The study area is the
Gulf Coastal Plain of the lower Southeast (Figure 1-1), a region that once had extensive
longleaf pine-wiregrass forest cover and a significant historical association with fire.
This area is noteworthy because it has often been portrayed as lacking adequate food
resources to support large numbers of prehistoric people, especially during the middle
Holocene when pine species supplanted the oak-hickory-southern pine forest (Fish and
Fish 1977; Delcourt and Delcourt 1985; Larsen 1980; Watts 1971; Watts et al. 1996;
Whitehead 1965). However, upland ponds in the Coastal Plain were likely focal points of
human settlement due to the plant and animal species they supported, and could have
enabled substantial human settlement through the Holocene (Brooks et al. 1996;
Waggoner 2003).
Research pertaining to Late Archaic land-use in the Middle Atlantic region, the
Mid-South, and north Florida has shown that wetland food resources were a consistent
factor in hunter-gatherer settlement decisions (Custer and Bachman 1986; Gardner 1978;
Milanich 1994; Price and Brown 1985). Carolina bays, for example, are common in the
South Carolina Coastal Plain and investigations have demonstrated their importance to
hunter-gatherers throughout the Archaic Period (Brooks et al. 1996). These and other
upland wetlands combine with upland pine areas and local streams systems to create a
landscape that is unique to the Coastal Plain.
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Figure 1-1. Study area in the upper Gulf Coastal Plain of Georgia.

In this dissertation, I examine the relationship between fire susceptibility and
overall land-use patterns based on site data from the Chickasawhatchee and IchauwayNochaway Archaeological Surveys in southwest Georgia. Site distributions suggest that
Late Archaic hunter-gatherers in the interior Coastal Plain purposely placed longer-term
habitation sites in locations that were not susceptible to fire and helped maintain an
intentional mosaic of edge habitats or ecotones comprised of riverine localities and piney
uplands interspersed with small wetlands using broad-scale burning. From this
perspective, hunter-gatherers were actively engaging the environment in ways that call
into question the long-held assumption that they did not make widespread environmental
14

impacts. Indeed, in some areas like the interior Coastal Plain, hunter-gatherer groups
may have made a greater impression on the landscape than later, more sedentary people.
The lack of attention given to this level of hunter-gatherer landscape manipulation by
archaeologists relates directly to the history of hunter-gatherer studies in North American
archaeology. With regard to archaeology in the Southeast, it stems from development of
the evolutionary cultural categories used to organize prehistoric social groups based on
their material remains, notably their subsistence technology.
Background: The Archaic Period in the Eastern Woodlands
The Archaic Period (10,000 to 3,000 BP) in the eastern woodlands of North
America represents a series of dramatic socio-cultural changes among hunter-gatherer
populations. Following the close of the Pleistocene geologic epoch, groups of huntergatherers spread out across the continent. With time, regional specializations emerged as
people dealt with unique cultural and environmental systems. Archaeologists working in
recent years have successfully identified a number of changes that occurred during the
late Middle and Late Archaic (6000 to 3000 BP) such as population increase, decreases in
territorial ranges, the expansion of long-distance exchange networks, increased
sedentism, the development of pottery technology, the first construction of monumental
architecture, and the beginnings of cultural complexity (Anderson and Joseph 1988;
Blanton and Sassaman 1989; Goodyear et al. 1979; Jefferies 1996; Marquardt 1985;
Russo 1994; Sassaman 1993, 2004; Sassaman and Anderson 1995; Saunders et al. 1994;
Saunders et al. 1997).
Increased sedentism and social complexity are particularly noteworthy in this
discussion because it is believed to coincide with the exploitation of abundant food
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resources occurring in restricted localities on the landscape. An outstanding example of
this is the large shell middens in the Green and Tennessee river valleys in Kentucky and
Tennessee, respectively. Known initially to archaeologists as the “Shell Mound
Archaic," such shell-bearing sites also occur in Louisiana, Georgia, Florida, and northern
Alabama (Claassen 1996:235; Russo 1996). An unintentional shortcoming of this
research has been an emphasis on hunter-gatherer landscape manipulation through the
construction of shell mounds only in areas where the environment is naturally rich in
resources that leave conspicuous traces (i.e. shell middens), while less obvious
environmental niches have been given considerably less attention.
The above listed expansion of characteristics related to Archaic Period huntergatherers represent not only the hard work and creativity of interested investigators but
also a wider intellectual acceptance that these sorts of cultural achievements happened
much earlier than was previously believed. Southeastern archaeology had long been
mired in an evolutionary trajectory of culture change that did not acknowledge or
consider complexities and cultural successes of early peoples (Russo 1994), an attitude
that can easily be discerned with a review of historical characterizations of temporal
periods in the Southeast. Generalizations of the Archaic Period for example, have
underscored its portrayal as a time of nomadic hunter-gatherers who lived in small
groups, did not possess pottery, did not practice plant or animal husbandry, and relied
primarily on stone tools (Willey and Phillips 1958:107). It was believed that not until the
later Woodland Period (3000 to 1000 BP) did people begin to experiment with plant
domestication, which brought with it the need for longer-term storage and preparation
techniques that required pottery. Following this line of thinking, people also did not
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possess the political organizational capabilities required by the construction of
monumental architecture until much later during the Mississippian (1000 to 1500 BP)
(Smith 1986; Steponaitis 1986). While these “stages of advancement” have long since
been more thoroughly clarified, broad-scale alterations to the environment by huntergatherers has continued to receive little attention from the southeastern archaeological
community. With regard to the Archaic in eastern North America, hunter-gatherers are
more often than not cast against the static backdrop of the environment. It was held to
influence their movements and land-use decisions, which were predicated on factors that
were beyond their control. Their movements are considered largely seasonal and in
response to the availability of food resources.
Recognition of landscape manipulation during the later Mississippian Period has
become commonplace in recent years (Delcourt and Delcourt 2004; Hammett 1992;
Wagner 2003). This has also coincided with a much wider acceptance of native peoples
having the ability to influence the broader landscapes in which they live (McGlade 1995).
In many instances these practices had been going on long before the arrival of Europeans.
North American examples include the forests of New England, the Cumberland Plateau
region in eastern Kentucky, the lower Little Tennessee River valley in Tennessee, the
Green Bay area of northern Wisconsin, and southwestern Oregon (Cridlebaugh 1984;
Delcourt et al. 1998; Dorney and Dorney 1989; LaLande and Pullen 1999; Patterson and
Sassaman 1988). Landscape manipulation is by no means restricted to North America, as
Heckenberger et al. (2003) have recently demonstrated in the Amazon rainforest. Taken
together, these studies represent a dramatic departure from earlier descriptions which
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depict the region as a pristine natural environment as opposed to one that was heavily
influenced by human activity.
Land-use activities related to Late Archaic (5000 to 3000 B.P.) hunter-gatherers
across the interior Coastal Plain will be the primary focus in this dissertation. The
significance of this pursuit is based on the present state of knowledge regarding people
who were living in the area during this time, as well the dramatic increase in the number
of Late Archaic sites in the region. This expansion in site distribution is thought
provoking because it comes on the heels of what is commonly referred to as the Middle
Archaic “problem” by archaeologists working in the interior Coastal Plain. Various
aspects of the Middle Archaic cultural chronology in the interior Coastal Plain are not
well established, which has led to a number of working models to account for it. Models
range from the outright “abandonment” of the region due to assumed resource
impoverishment coinciding with the widespread influx of pine species, to the presence of
a yet-to-be recognized cultural chronology based on stemmed hafted bifaces as opposed
to tapered and rounded ones that are recognized farther north in the Piedmont (Blanton
and Sassaman 1989; Elliott and Sassaman 1995; Faught and Carter 1998; Kowaleski
1995; Sassaman 1991).
While addressing problems related to the Middle Archaic cultural chronology is
beyond the scope of this dissertation, countering several of the preconceived notions
related to the environmental passivity of hunter-gatherers and life in the interior Coastal
Plain are its focal points. Much more emphasis will be placed on the agency of huntergatherers to impact the environments in which they live whether from an intentional or
unintentional standpoint. Greater focus is also be placed on understanding the
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outstanding biodiversity of the interior Coastal Plain. Both of these problems may be
addressed through emphasizing the historical ecology of the region, paying attention to
human activities in addition to the ecological significance of fire and the potential
relationship between the two. Emphasis will be given to the overall distribution of
archaeological sites recorded during the fieldwork portion of this project and their broadscale relationship to landscape patches within the project area. Taking this approach will
allow for the reevaluation of land-use during the Late Archaic, the ecology of huntergatherers, and the overall environmental perception of the interior Coastal Plain.
Changing Perspectives on Hunter-Gatherers
Tracing the study of prehistoric hunter-gatherers back through the development of
southeastern archaeology finds them firmly ensconced in the Archaic Period. While we
now better understand that groups living before and after this expansive time period also
likely pursued an existence predicated on hunting and gathering, no other cultural time
period in North American archaeology is more synonymous with this way of life. The
heavy influence of the environment has been linked with the Archaic from its beginnings.
In its early inception in the archaeological literature, the "Archaic" stage was largely
described from a technological standpoint. William Ritchie (1932) first coined the term
after he encountered pre-ceramic artifact middens in the state of New York. It was later
expanded to encompass areas in the lower Southeast through the work of W.S. Webb and
David DeJarnette in Kentucky and Alabama (Webb and DeJarnette 1942) and further
efforts suggested the term may have been applicable to archaeological materials as far
west as California (Willey and Phillips 1958:104). The Archaic stage was ascribed more
of an environmental emphasis in the Southeast by Joseph Caldwell (1958). His theory of
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“primary forest efficiency,” was predicated on the idea that the Archaic was a time of
“settling in “ by which groups “mapped on” or became accustomed to their surroundings
and began to take advantage of a plentiful and diverse natural resource base (Caldwell
1958).
Contemporary research pertaining to prehistoric hunter-gatherers in the Southeast
is pervasive and covers a number of unique temporal and geographic areas (e.g., Gibson
and Carr 2004; Randall 2007; Sassaman 2005; Saunders and Hays 2004; Thompson
2006). Much of our greater understanding of hunter-gatherer lifestyles in North America,
however, has grown out of early attempts to create a near continental-wide stage based
initially on similarities between assemblages of stone tools with little regard for
individual developments stemming from regional variation. A portion of the problem
stems from the development of cultural chronologies based on the recovery of temporally
sensitive diagnostic artifacts which have been extrapolated to cover areas where they may
not be applicable (e.g., Broyles 1966; Coe 1964). With time, greater recognition of local
variations was achieved as differences among material remains came to the forefront.
An early discussion of prehistoric hunter-gatherer lifeways and their material
correlates in the eastern woodlands was presented by Willey and Phillips (1958) in their
overview of the “Archaic Stage” for the region. Their discussion tied in to the greater
issue of the “Archaic Stage” as a whole, its relatedness to the previous “Lithic Stage,”
and the overall utility of assigning it early and late divisions. The Lithic Stage as defined
by Willey and Phillips coincided with what present researchers designate as the
Paleoindian Period. With regard to the Archaic, the authors were quick to highlight the
many parts of its linked material culture such as flaked tools and ground stone. They
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even went as far to question the utility of hunting and gathering as a descriptor for
“Archaic” groups and suggested that the “hunting” of large mammals may be more
accurately associated with Lithic Stage groups while the Archaic represented the earliest
groups dependent on gathering (Willey and Phillips 1958:107). The "Archaic" as
described by Willey and Phillips (1958) is interesting because it was the first use of the
term in a cultural developmental context. An outstanding point of their discussion was
the emphasis placed on the development of temporally sensitive categories for lifestyles
based on the interpretation of material remains. Unlike later discussions, little notice was
paid to the overarching environments and the potential effects they may have had on the
people who lived in them.
In contrast to Willey and Phillips’ (1958) general characterization of Archaic
groups, Jesse Jennings (1968) and Joseph Caldwell (1958) paid much greater attention to
the environment in their discussions of the period. Both archaeologists countered the
strong generalizations regarding hunters and gatherers as presented by Willey and
Phillips and instead cast them as being much more dynamic and in tune with their
surroundings. In this light they were perceived as being much more sophisticated with
regard to their regional specializations. Caldwell's “Trend and Tradition” in the Eastern
Woodlands was a refreshing example of the then-new approach to the study of hunters
and gatherers. He opposed the stance of Willey and Phillips as being too overly
simplified in scope and instead posited that through time people “mapped on” and
adapted to the various environments in which they lived (Caldwell 1958). From this
perspective regional differences could be explained through environmental variability.
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In many ways Caldwell's reevaluation of Archaic peoples and their relationship to
the environment set the stage for later developments that took place during the processual
phase of Americanist Archaeology. Researchers associated with this paradigm
downplayed independent invention, migration, and diffusion as the primary drivers of
culture change as championed by culture historians. Under their burgeoning influence,
changes in culture were increasingly viewed as occurring in conjunction with shifts in the
environment. A great deal of research pertaining to hunter-gatherers was undertaken
during this time as archaeologists such as Lewis Binford and others sought out common
experiences with contemporary living groups in order to understand how they organized
themselves in relation to encountering food resources. This approach certainly moved
well beyond the scope of Willey and Phillips but it also broached much broader aspects
of how people viewed and interacted with the encompassing landscape (Binford 1979,
1980; Kelly 1983). One of the most influential approaches to categorizing huntergatherer forms of social organization during this time was Binford's (1980) foragercollector dichotomy. In this model Binford predicted that based on the overall
distribution of natural resources that people would organize themselves along a
continuum from foraging to collecting. Following the model, foragers would be
residentially mobile and would move their entire residence to exploit a new foraging
zone. At the opposite end collectors were expected to primarily inhabit longer-term base
camps and would utilize a series of small, short-term extractive camps to acquire
resources which would then be removed to the centralized locality (Binford 1980).
Importantly, people were not bound to either mode of resource acquisition as both
methods could be used interchangeably depending on the overall distribution and
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frequency of plant and animal foods. While it has since been criticized for its lack of
emphasis given to land-use decisions made not only in relation to food resources but also
within a broader social sphere of interaction stemming from relationships with other
groups of people living on the landscape (Weissner 1982), Binford's model was highly
influential and has continued to be a driving force underlying attempts to understand the
archaeological signatures of hunter-gatherers.
All of the above mentioned approaches to the archaeological record of huntergatherers have greatly advanced our current understanding of hunter-gatherers in general.
In many instances each researcher built on the foundation of the other to create a more
precise, detailed picture of the cultural activities or behavioral adaptations of past groups.
There is, however, a similar theme among them based on their characterization of huntergatherers and their relationship with the environment. All too often, hunter-gatherers are
investigated against the back drop of environmental variability. This approach does not
implicate human ingenuity or the ability of people to act in their own self interests in the
face of environmental strife. While few people today look to Caldwell's model of
"primary forest efficiency" for theoretical guidance, he was partially accurate in his
portrayal of people being in touch with their surroundings to the degree that they could
efficiently choose from the environmental and material resources surrounding them.
Working from a better informed perspective about ecological systems and how they can
be impacted by people, as well as more sophisticated data collection and evaluation to
approach these issues at a regional level, coupled with the new agency-centered historical
ecology approach utilized in this study, presents the opportunity to develop more
thorough models of land-use that encompass additional variables beyond just climate
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shifts and general forest cover. We now have the capacity to better evaluate human-landuse interactions and can approach landscapes as places that are actively shaped by the
people who live in them. Following the early influence of Caldwell, it is time to consider
that people not only had an intimate understanding of their surroundings but that they
also had the knowledge base to actively influence their broad-scale distribution and
predictability of resources that were important to them.
Historical ecology offers the advantage of considering the implications of human
land-use decisions as having the potential to dramatically shape ecosystems. Its use is
outlined in the following section. This perspective serves to treat the landscape itself as
an “artifact” marked by the behavior of people and allows for the broader evaluation of
the classification of hunter-gatherers, particularly in relation to the age-old culturalevolutionary typology used to categorize societies through time (Sahlins and Service
1960; Service 1962). While Archaic Period peoples did not likely domesticate individual
plant or animal species in the widely accepted sense, they surely possessed the capacity
to “domesticate” broader landscapes by influencing species distributions. Similar to the
early arguments concerning hunter-gatherers in the Southeast and their ability to
construct large earthen and shell structures and otherwise participate in “socially
complex” activities usually reserved for larger agricultural societies, clear divisions such
as “hunter-gatherer” and “agriculturalists” may be too broad and rigid in their current
implementation to accurately characterized people in the past.
The Theoretical Approach of the Dissertation
Historical ecology provides the theoretical platform for this research. It is
amenable here because of its emphasis on the recursive relationship between culture and
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nature which is important when considering aspects of humanized landscapes. The final
outcome of this research is potentially significant for three reasons. First, it counters the
long-held perception of environmental passivity among hunter-gatherers. Second, it
helps better evaluate people in an environment previously interpreted as having little to
offer them. And third, the extent to which people impacted forest cover and how this
may have in turn affected settlement strategies can be quantified. This dissertation
compliments a growing body of research that utilizes a historical-ecological approach as
a viable alternative to explore the dynamic relationship between people and the
environment (Balee 1998; Crumley 1994; Marquardt and Crumley 1987). As noted, this
allows for a more encompassing approach when considering this relationship, which
differs from the deterministic elements of cultural ecology, and the lack of environmental
consideration of many strictly socially derived theories. Historical ecology considers that
people have had a long-standing relationship with the environment and in many instances
have altered it (Crumley and Marquardt 1990; Crumley 1994). This directly relates to the
ongoing debate regarding the extent of environmental impact by Native Americans
(Cronon 1996; Denevan 1992; Vale 2002).
The landscape is not just the physical environment; it is also historically and
culturally determined (Balee 1998:16). From this perspective, the relationship of people
and the environment is much more interactive and territoriality goes beyond mere access
to natural resources when people have a vested interest in a region based on the degree to
which they have made, modified, or inherited it. This interaction manifests itself in what
Marquardt and Crumley (1987:1) refer to as the landscape, or the spatial and historical
relations of people and their environment. In this way, the environment is more than a
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back drop against which the lives of people play out, but rather is actively engaged and
manipulated. The entire landscape can be viewed as an “artifact,” or product of human
activity based on the distribution and manipulation of food resources. Hammett
(1992:133) echoes this statement in her “Functional landscape,” which she defines as “a
landscape that meets the needs of the local inhabitants. The appropriateness or ‘fit’ of the
overall structure or design of a landscape is part of a region’s ecological history.”
Following Marquardt and Crumley (1987), a landscape is a region recognized for
its scale and distinctiveness compared to neighboring regions. The interior Coastal Plain
of the lower southeastern United States is amenable to a historical ecological research
strategy. It meets the regional criteria established by Marquardt and Crumley (1987:3)
based on its distinctive spatial configuration compared to the Piedmont and Coastal Zone,
with which it shares a northern and southern conterminous boundary, respectively. Fireadapted ecosystems comprise a significant portion of the forest cover in the Coastal Plain.
Burning is a historical component in many areas based on the occurrence of fire-adapted
plant and animal species.
Fire in the Forest: The Influence of Anthropogenic Burning
Research over the last twenty years provides increasing evidence that Native
Americans actively modified broad areas of North America (Lewis 1982; Patterson and
Sassaman 1988; Pyne 1982, Stewart et al. 2002). Historical accounts indicate that fire
was used extensively in many of these pursuits (Bonnicksen 2000; Pyne 1982; Stewart et
al. 2002) and that various habitats were burned to control the overall distribution,
diversity, and abundance of plant and animal resources (Lewis 1982:45). Intentionally
set fires helped create and maintain a series of microhabitats, or edge habitats that were
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useful for hunting and gathering (Krech 1999; Lewis 1982:51). Evidence of intentional
burning by hunter-gatherers has been reported from Australia (Head 1996), North
America (Lewis 1977, 1982); South America (Meggers 1966), and Asia (Lewis 1972).
At contact, Europeans found areas on the North American continent which had
likely long been maintained by anthropogenic fire, evidenced by an open, park-like forest
cover across broad areas of the continent (Bromley 1935; Cronon 1983; Denevan 1992;
Krech 1999). While historical evidence suggests that fire was regularly implemented by
Native Americans, Bonnicksen (2000:147) suggests that similar strategies extend back to
the Paleoindian Period. He notes that fires were set to ameliorate dense underbrush, and
encourage the growth of grasses, forbs, shrubs, and nut-bearing trees that were attractive
to game animals. Anthropogenic fire as opposed to lightning fire is largely held to
account for many fires in prehistory, based mostly on the idea that the latter is too
infrequent in many areas to regularly precipitate fire (Bonnicksen 2000:146; Pyne
1982:12). Fires set by humans would likely be necessary to regularly maintain many
areas.
Fire has a pronounced effect on ecosystems in that it burns undergrowth and
returns nutrients to the soil in the form of ash. Following the initial burn, insects
descend on an area to take advantage of scarred trees. Burned areas in turn attract birds
and other insect predators. Herbivores are also attracted to burned areas after vegetation
begins to regenerate. Overall, there is an increase in plant and animal species following a
burn (Whlelan 1995:238). The initial increase is short-lived, with the effects of fire
lasting five to six months before the system begins to stabilize with a subsequent decrease
in species diversity. Additionally, some plant species require fire to produce seeds.
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Lewis (1982) suggests that fires set in the early spring would encourage vegetation
regrowth by as much as two to three weeks earlier than if left to sprout on its own. The
ability to influence vegetation patterns would likely impact hunter-gatherer land-use.
This is significant when considering the floral composition of the Coastal Plain and social
territoriality during the Archaic Period.
The interior Coastal Plain is a notable geographic region for this proposed
research endeavor because large portions of it are (or were) covered by fire-adapted
ecosystems. Regular, low-intensity fires in longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem are
necessary to ensure forest health and longevity. This is significant considering recent
emphasis on the infrequency of lightning induced fire (Pyne 1982). The relationship of
Native Americans and fire has been studied in other areas of the North American
woodlands such as Maine, Minnesota, and Alaska (Anderson 1979; Patterson and
Sassaman 1989; Shackleton 1979). Davis (1933) has suggested that by the time of
European contact, prehistoric burning had extensively modified the forests of the
Northeast. Bromley (1935) also states that at contact, eastern forests had an open, parklike appearance, a point reiterated by Krech (1999).
Current models of Coastal Plain land-use during the mid-Holocene do not
consider the full extent of the cultural landscape. In this case, fire may have been a
powerful tool employed by Coastal Plain inhabitants to influence the ecological structure
of the region. Recent research in the southeastern Coastal Plain of Georgia suggests that
fire increased in relation to human settlement during the Archaic Period (Lamoreaux
1999; Seilestad 1994). With the means to influence food resources, it is likely that the
Coastal Plain was much more culturally dynamic than has previously been considered.
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This adds an additional social component to Archaic Period hunter-gatherers in the lower
Southeast considering the idea of distinctive social groups inhabiting different
physiographic areas, i.e. Piedmont vs. Coastal Plain. The landscape is considered to have
changed through time by becoming more socially subdivided (Anderson 1996; Sassaman
et al. 1988). In addition to experiencing environmental change wrought by climate
shifts, the Coastal Plain environment was also likely regularly manipulated by people to
encourage the predictability of food resources.
Research Objectives
Data used in this dissertation were collected during four (2003-2006) summer
seasons of field work in southwest Georgia. The project area encompasses diverse
biomes, with riverine settings and pine forests interspersed with wetlands of varying size
and structure. Survey was undertaken with the hope of recording a large number of
surface exposed sites that could be collected. Historic and contemporary land-use
management strategies aided in this endeavor because years of inefficient agriculture and
timber practices left many sites deflated and lying on the ground surface. While this
made distinguishing intersite activity areas difficult it did allow for sites to be located and
delineated. Evaluation of these sites is based on the relationship of stone tools such as
hafted bifaces, unhafted bifaces, cores, cobbles, and debitage recovered from them.
Combinations of these artifacts or lack thereof are used to develop site types for each
locality. This allows for the enhancement of a local-level model of land-use for the
interior Coastal Plain and marks the first research objective here. An undertaking of this
sort has never been attempted in this area and its completion here will provide a better
understanding of how people were living in the region during the Late Archaic. Similar
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undertakings have been successfully completed in areas further north in the Coastal Plain
such as the Middle Savannah River Valley (Sassaman et al. 1990) but none this far to the
south. Many Late Archaic land-use models focus on areas of high food resource
productivity such as riverine or coastal settings. Similar models for areas of the interior
remain undeveloped. A consequence of this situation is the forcing of land-use models
into the region that were developed from recognized patterns in other areas. For
example, nuts have long been held as an important food source for people inhabiting the
eastern woodlands (Caldwell 1958, Gardner 1997:161), and land-use models for Late
Archaic hunter-gatherers in the Piedmont and interior Plateau are generally based on the
availability of these and other seasonal resources. Nut-producing species of hardwoods
are present in the Coastal Plain but not in the same frequency as farther north and west.
It is not however, without its own types of other resources, particularly wetlands,
conducive to sustained human settlement. There is a need for a more thorough
understanding of local-level land-use in the interior Coastal Plain.
Revaluating the Interior Coastal Plain
The interior Coastal Plain is unique and is generally characterized as being a
coarse-grained landscape (Sassaman 1991). This characterization is held to have
impacted prehistoric land-use decisions. All too often, the region is cast as having little
to offer people in the way of food resources due to the pine species being the
predominant forest cover (Fish 1976; Larsen 1980). Coupled with the pyrogenic
dependency of longleaf pine that dominated the region, a distinctive picture of human
existence in the Coastal Plain becomes apparent. As a hypothesis in need of testing, life
in the interior Coastal Plain was distinctive and required a different type of land-use
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compared to people living in coastal areas or in the Piedmont. The combination of
ponds, upland pine areas, and local streams and rivers creates a patchwork or ecotone
landscape that is unique to the Coastal Plain. Instead of being portrayed as a region that
lacked adequate food resources to support large numbers of people in prehistory,
especially during the middle Holocene when pine species supplanted the oak-hickorysouthern pine forest (Delcourt and Delcourt 1985; Watts 1971; Watts et al. 1996;
Whitehead 1965), the Coastal Plain can instead to be viewed as the partial product of
human activity. In contrast to previous descriptions of it as a homogenous region, the
Coastal Plain actually encompasses many diverse ecosystems like the longleaf pinewiregrass forest which has been characterized as having some of the highest levels
biodiversity among global ecosystems (Early 2004; Forman 1979; Goebel et al. 1997).
Rethinking Hunter-Gatherers
Landscape management by hunter-gatherers has not been emphasized in previous
models of Late Archaic land-use in the lower Southeast. As noted earlier, this stems
largely from an evolutionary model that situates humans to a passive and dependent
relationship on natural environments until they harnessed technologies and organizational
structures to produce food. Their lack of attributes associated with larger societies such
as group size, stratified classes, and agriculture places them at the lower end of the
development scale. Consequently, their ability to modify the environment is given scant
attention, or precluded altogether. Besides accounting for a consideration of increased
food resources, land management also epitomizes an “investment” in the landscape,
which has implications for territoriality, group permanence, and sociocultural complexity.
By considering more fully the potential hunter-gatherers have to create environments of
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their design, and thus affect the course and pace of change, we can appreciate that the
cultural evolutionary boundary separating food-producers from foragers is untenable.
Organization of the Study
Following this introductory chapter, the second chapter will outline historical
ecology as the guiding theoretical perspective of this dissertation. This will proceed with
an overview of its development based on its relationship with the broader field of ecology
and how it has developed under the guise of anthropologists and archaeologists. While
this is presented initially from a historical perspective it ultimately provides a more indepth view of its application in this dissertation beyond what is stressed in the
introduction above. Preliminary emphasis is given to the development and meaning of
historical ecology followed by examples of localized applications which highlight the use
of fire by native peoples to improve the food resource predictability in the various
landscapes in which they live.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the research area within the expansive
territory of the interior Coastal Plain. It covers the parameters of the individual survey
areas and where they occur within the greater project area. Each of the survey areas is
relatively unique based on forest cover, elevation and hydrology so they will be presented
individually and their significance related to the broader project. Field methods used to
record archaeological sites in the project area are also highlighted. This is followed by an
introduction and overview of the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem that once covered a
large swath of the interior Coastal Plain. A major component of this undertaking is to
highlight this forest cover’s biodiversity compared to previous characterizations by
archaeologists. Included in this is a detailed discussion of the role that fire plays within
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this ecosystem, specifically how regular, low-intensity fires are needed for its continued
upkeep and overall good health. A discussion of the frequency of lightning strikes is also
included here. Its inclusion is important because natural lightning induced fires have
long been held to be responsible for the spread of pine species throughout the Coastal
Plain. Wetland resources and their place within in the project area will also be described
Chapter 4 will cover the analysis of stone tools recovered during the survey.
Discussion will focus on the variables for individual tools and debitage as outlined above.
Using this as a starting point I will evaluate the relationship between tools and debitage at
individual localities in order to create sites types in the project area. This will be
followed in Chapter 5 by a broader analysis of sites in relation to fire potential.
Conclusions from the project and future directions additional research should
follow are outlined in the sixth and final chapter of this dissertation. This section will
provide the culmination of all the work presented here. As was stated above, a primary
goal of this work is to present a reconstruction of Late Archaic life in the interior Coastal
Plain within the framework of historical ecology. By pursuing this line I intend to cast
prehistoric hunter-gatherers who lived in the region as actively engaging the
environments in which they lived instead of being environmentally passive. I also hope to
move beyond the conclusions drawn in this dissertation and use them as a stepping stone
for further research in the interior Coastal Plain, such as palynological work to gain a
better grasp on prehistoric forest cover, and to quantify charcoal counts from organic
sediments to better evaluate the extent to which local hunter-gatherers were actively
managing areas of the region with fire.
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CHAPTER 2
HUNTER-GATHERERS, THE ENVIRONMENT, AND HISTORICAL ECOLOGY
Native peoples are often assumed to pursue a harmonic existence within pristine
natural environments. Whether this assumption is explicit—such as the classic image of
Iron Eyes Cody, also known as “The Crying Indian,” who appeared in the Keep America
Beautiful anti-litter campaign of the early 1970s—or implied more recently in debates
regarding the broad-scale fate of Amazonian rainforests (Heckenberger et al. 2003),
native identities are frequently conscripted and recast as being environmental stewards
(Kottak 1999:26). This is particularly true of Native Americans whose imagery is often
associated with a distant, idyllic time in which they lived in “peace and harmony” with
nature and took only what they “needed from the land.” Following this line, it was not
until the arrival of Europeans with their industries of greed and destruction that the
previously unmolested environments of the Americas began to decline (Krech 1999:16).
An outstanding historical component is also associated with this issue as
Europeans and later European Americans often struggled to incorporate native peoples
into their broader world view, a dilemma that is easily seen in early depictions of them.
More often than not, these illustrations emphasize heavily the “naturalness” of the worlds
in which native peoples lived. Observations of these constructed identities are also
distinguished in the names used to define them, such as the “Noble Savage,” or more
recently as the “Ecological Indian” (Krech 1999:17). Even the label “savage” is
noteworthy here, as pointed out by Krech (1999), which was implemented by European
scholars as a means to represent Native Americans as pursuing an animal-like existence
or otherwise living in “a state of nature.” Combined, these presentations of both nature
and indigenous peoples have worked to skew the general perceptions of how they are
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viewed and understood. The implications for this are significant given that stereotypes
associated with both Native Americans and the broader landscape are often misguided,
the former for having little impact on nature and the latter for being pristine and
untouched. These stereotypes have also been extended to the portrayal of prehistoric
hunter-gatherers, especially in relation to the lack of attention given to them regarding
their ability to stimulate environmental change. A portion of this problem stems from the
ways in which contemporary hunter-gatherers were initially characterized and studied,
first by explorers and settlers and later by anthropologists. Coupled with this is the early
portrayal and management practices related to historic period forests which were often
considered to have been relatively unaffected by the long-term cultural practices of
people.
Debate regarding the extent of native influence on broader-scale landscapes has
become commonplace in recent years, especially considering growing conservation
efforts to restore some areas back to a perceived pre-colonial state of nature. Greater
consideration of long-term human influence has also become routine as environmental
historians have placed increased emphasis on long-term anthropogenic impacts as well as
some ecologists questioning the balance and predictability of climax ecosystems (Cronon
1995:25). These renewed efforts to place native peoples within a wider sphere of
environmental influence have not been without their share of critics however, as many
researchers still question the utility or the accuracy of quantifying the affects people may
have had on the landscapes in which they lived (Forman and Russell 1983; Russell 1983;
86; Vale 2002). While research lately has focused greater attention on the exploits of
native groups, they all too often concentrate heavily on agriculturalists and changes they
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made to enhance conditions that were conducive for growing domesticated crops.
Unfortunately, within this line of thinking, hunter-gatherers and the environment are
often assumed to be synonymous.
A reevaluation of regions like the interior Coastal Plain offers the opportunity to
not only develop new models of prehistoric land-use that incorporate the utilization of
broad-scale areas but also to rethink the utility of the general dichotomies such as
“hunter-gatherers” and “agriculturalists” that have been used to categorize people in the
past. In many instances, these categories may be too narrow in scope, particularly
regarding hunter-gatherers and the relationships they developed with their surrounding
landscapes.
The remainder of this chapter will focus on the study of hunter-gatherers and how
it has ultimately impacted how anthropologists perceive them, alternative ways of
thinking about them, and how romanticized perceptions of the environment have
furthered skewed ideas related to native peoples and environmental passivity. The
history and shortcomings of each issue will be outlined to lay the groundwork for an indepth discussion of the relevance of this approach at the conclusion of the chapter. As a
starting point, however, I present an overview of the relationship between ecology and
anthropology and the overall research potential of historical ecology in relation to both,
especially regarding the increased consideration of anthropogenic fire, as being useful for
the reinterpretation of hunter-gatherer land-use in the prehistoric past. Discussion of
these points will set the stage for a presentation of historical ecology and how it offers a
good opportunity to reevaluate how archaeologists think about hunter-gatherers, the
environment, and interactions between them. This will be followed by an overview of
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various methods in which researchers have used to evaluate human-environmental
impacts and examples of how people in the past have implemented anthropogenic fire to
enact broad-scale environmental manipulation.
Background, Definition and Application of Historical Ecology
In its purest sense, ecology is the study of organisms in relation to their
environment. Taking this perspective, many anthropologists have co-opted and modified
aspects of ecological theory for their own research agendas. The two fields have thus
enjoyed a long collaborative relationship beginning in the 1950s with the development
and implementation of cultural ecology by Julian Steward (Netting 1986:1). Steward
first coined the term “cultural ecology” in an attempt to apply ecological concepts to
account for the association between particular societies and their natural environments.
He contended that small-scale societies were heavily influenced by the natural
environment. Even though his use of ecology was criticized for being environmentally
deterministic, Steward’s application of cultural ecology was relevant for its time as he
was ultimately taking “culture” as his unit of analysis and attempting to account for
culture change. Of course, this reliance on the environment as an explanation for culture
change would also become a central component, as discussed in Chapter 1, of the
processual archaeology movement during the 1960s.
Due in part to simultaneous occurrences in both the fields of ecology and
anthropology, the focus of ecological anthropology shifted during the 1960s, especially
after the publication of Rappaport’s (1968) Pigs for the Ancestors. Based on his work
with the Tsembaga Maring in Papua New Guinea, Rappaport espoused a different form
of ecological anthropology. As an analytical alternative to “cultures” of Stewardian
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cultural ecology, Rappaport stressed the structure and function of ecological populations
and ecosystems (Biersack 1999:8; Kottak 1999:24). Rappaport’s focus was primarily
systemic and he used the Maring kaiko as an example to emphasize the capacity of
negative feedback within a system. For example, Rappaport interpreted the kaiko from a
functional perspective which he believed was predicated on the need to maintain a
balance between, pigs, warfare, and people (Biersack 1999:6). He thus defined the kaiko
as a “pig sacrifice to ancestral guardians in times of war. Warfare was avoided while
debts to supernatural and ordinary allies were outstanding” (Biersack 1990:6). The sole
opportunity to fulfill this debt was through the slaughter of pigs. To prepare for this
event pigs were accrued and fattened. With time, as the herds expanded in size, increased
pressure was placed on Maring women who were charged with caring for them. When
the demands on their labor exceeded its breaking point they would encourage the massive
slaughter of pigs and the kaiko would then be underway. Rappaport (1968:6) contended
that this practice contributed a number of positive elements to the group’s well-being. It
first restored the human to pig ratio to a bearable level, it helped maintain local biotic
communities, and it limited the frequency of fighting as well as distributed a substantial
supply of pork across a large regional population (Biersack 1999:6). While Rappaport’s
application of ecology provided new insights into how human “culture” could be
analyzed and understood within a broader ecological sphere, it was nonetheless criticized
for its functionalism and systems-based approach (Biersack 1999:7).
Rappaport’s use of ecology is relevant regarding the application of historical
ecology to the research problem presented in this dissertation for a number of reasons.
As a starting point, historical ecology represents a departure from the way in which
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Rappaport used ecology in his attempt to account for human activity within a wider
ecological context. His systems-based approach relied on the concept of the “niche”
regarding an organism’s place in the environment. Following a summary of this line of
reasoning by Ingold (1992), researchers associated with Rappaport’s brand of ecological
anthropology tended to view the environment as being comprised of a series of many
“alcoves” into which organisms fitted themselves. If an alcove was abandoned or
otherwise unoccupied then another organism could take up residence within it (Ingold
1992:41). While Rappaport did make a bold step in recognizing differences between a
group’s cognized environment or how people perceived their world, and their operational
environment, which is how it actually operates, he nonetheless separated nature and
culture into separate parts as opposed to recognizing them as interconnected entities.
Historical ecology accentuates the divergence from this line of thinking as it
acknowledges that the environment is historically and culturally produced through
human-nature interactions (Balee 1998:16; Biersack 1999:9). By focusing on the
production of space and its associated features and accompanying activities, it becomes
apparent that humans leave a pronounced footprint on the landscape (Crumley and
Marquardt 1990; Crumley 1994; Kirch and Hunt 1997; Lansing 1991). Crumley (1994)
takes this a step further in her discussion of aspects of the physical landscape which
retain the practices, ideas, and thoughts of the people who have lived there. Pursuing a
historical ecological perspective thus forces a more encompassing approach when
considering the relationship between people and the environment, notably a deeper-time
perspective than cultural ecology. Some of the earliest roots of this thinking may be
traced back to the writings of Marx and Engels where they argued that “a nature which
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preceded human history no longer exists anywhere” (Biersack 1999:9). Simply put,
people have long had a hand in shaping environments.
This is an especially important point for consideration when thinking about the
potential of impacts made to the environment by hunter-gatherers. Beyond just
reevaluating the impacts of hunter-gatherers, Balee and Erickson (2006) emphasize the
need to focus attention on the historical landscape as a starting point. For them, the
“historical landscape” is a multidimensional entity that is ultimately the product of longterm human activity (Balee and Erickson 2006:1). The “physical” landscape can thus be
read like a text because it is the reflection of the cultures that interacted with it and
inferences about them may be made based on the material remains of traces of patterned
behavior that are “inscribed on the landscape” (Balee and Erickson 2006:2). While other
sciences may distinguish between landscapes with or without human influence, they
consider the human species as a “keystone” species that alters landscapes primarily
through disturbance mechanisms, such as fire (Balee and Erickson 2006:2). These
practices, they contend, have increased the richness and availability of food resources in
different times and places by augmenting biodiversity. By acknowledging this
perspective, the human species can be understood as a principal mechanism of change in
the natural world, a mechanism qualitatively as important as natural selection (Balee and
Erickson 2006:5). Environments, therefore, are in a sense adapted to the sociocultural
and political systems that have coexisted with them for potentially long spans of
historical time. Evidence for these long-term connections can be observed in the present
landscape based on the previous selection of certain economic species (Balee and
Erickson 2006:7). As will be demonstrated, historical ecology offers a new perspective
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on the environment and how people interact with it. This is significant considering the
ways in which both have previously been characterized by archaeologists, historians, and
natural scientists.
An Environment of Hunter-Gatherers
From its earliest inception in the anthropological literature, the term “huntergatherer” has described peoples who did not practice agriculture but instead relied on
hunting and gathering as a means to acquire their daily sustenance. Steward (1949) for
example, presents a brief description of this lifestyle in his discussion of the "PreAgricultural Era" of human-cultural development. He goes on to depict them as people
whose technology is primarily geared towards "satisfying biological needs for food,
clothing, and shelter" (Steward 1949:10). People enacting landscape-level change do not
play a factor until his later discussion of groups involved in incipient agriculture. Much
of the early research related to the history and discussion of hunter-gatherers is based on
work in Africa, which presents a number of historical problems related to colonization
and a general lack of written records within the region.
While the importance of categorical terms like “hunter-gatherers” cannot be
denied because they provide a common language that multiple researchers can rely on to
communicate, they fall short in some instances when people are pigeonholed as opposed
to being understood within their own contexts. A prime example of this stems from the
anthropological discussion regarding its use based on research related to groups centered
in Africa. Much of the early research related to hunter-gatherer ethnographic research
was undertaken in conjunction with the San groups in the Kalahari Desert region of the
southern portion of the continent. Early anthropological interest in the region began
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during the early 1950s as anthropologists were drawn to study people living in the
Kalahari due to their perceived remoteness and isolation from other people. These
characteristics would also prove influential as cultural evolutionism and human ecology
emerged at the forefront of anthropological concerns (Wilmsen 1983:10). Huntergatherers, in this regard, were believed by many to encompass the essence of the human
condition more than any other groups who could be studied. This was the precise goal of
Richard Lee and others who ventured to the area to study people whom they believed to
be relics of a far off distant past that had not changed for generations (Kottack 1999:31;
Stiles 1992:14; Wilmsen 1983:10-11). The study of them in this capacity was believed to
have had the potential to lend insight into the lives of earlier Paleolithic hunter-gatherers
(Kurtz 1994:68). From this perspective they were held to represent a form of affluent
society or basic human ecology that epitomized the “original condition of humankind”
and a basic human adaptation (Kurtz 1994:69; Leacock and Lee 1982:5; Sahlins 1972;
Stiles 1992:14). An immediate downside to this approach was the intense focus placed
on the “basic niche” of hunter-gatherers’ place in nature with food-gathering being the
primary regulator in how they lived, a position that came at the expense of understanding
their greater relationship to the surrounding landscape (Wilmsen 1983:12). This is in
spite of the fact they are usually examined from an ecological standpoint (Netting
1986:8).
The perception of Kalahari groups as being cut off from the outside world and
thus representing people leading an isolated existence was challenged in what has come
to be known as the “Great Kalahari Debate” when Edwin Wilmsen (1983) openly
questioned Lee and others on the grounds that the “temporally frozen hunter-gatherers”
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they sought to study had actually not lived lives in isolation but had in fact been
influenced by relationships with neighboring groups who practiced agriculture (Kurtz
1994:68; Wilmsen 1989). As a result, increased emphasis has been placed on the greater
world system in which Kalahari groups are a part of (Myers 1988:263). For example, it
is now generally understood that groups living in the region represent a great deal of
diversity regarding their subsistence practices, social organization, and localized
identities. These characteristics pertain not only to Kalahari groups but also huntergatherers in general. Often their identities are fluid and may be used interchangeably as
circumstances present themselves. For example, agriculturalists may assume practices
normally associated with hunter-gatherers in times of stress. There are also examples of
hunter-gatherers who were once agriculturalists. Alternatively, people believed to live
“exclusively” as hunter-gatherers may also establish complex trading relationships with
their neighbors as a means to acquire resources they desire (Grinker 1994).
While debate concerning the utility and accuracy of anthropological terms such as
“hunter-gatherers” is ongoing, an important point to consider in the discussion here is the
influence that early ethnographies, such as those undertaken in the Kalahari, had on
archaeology, particularly during the development of the “New Archaeology” during the
1960s and 1970s. “Culture” as man’s primary means of adaptation was held up as a
central tenant of this arising paradigm. In this capacity, the environment was often cast
as a backdrop against which human culture developed. Changes related to culture were
often believed to be the result of environmental flux. An immediate shortcoming of this
approach relates directly to the study of hunter-gatherers and their ability to enact change
within the environments they live. This is clear when considering that archaeologists
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aligned within the new archaeology actively sought out ethnographic experiences with
contemporary groups of hunter-gatherers whom they believed held ties to a distant past
even though they often lived in marginalized settings and had social relationships with
non-hunter-gatherers as was discussed above (Binford 1977; Gould 1978). A primary
point to remember here is that the environment was again held up as a “backdrop” against
which humans were reactionary actors who were only capable of long-term cultural
change in response to widespread environmental shifts. In contrast to this prevailing
picture, hunter-gatherers should be viewed from a more holistic perspective. While they
certainly have the capacity to actively enact broad-scale environmental change they may
not necessarily intend to though their actions have the potential unintended consequence
of doing so. Pursuing this line requires alternative ways of thinking first about the
environment and also how hunter-gatherers perceive and interact with it, points which are
covered in the following sections.
The Development of a “Pristine” Nature
Examining perceptions of the various environments of North America from a
historical perspective highlights the intense romanticism that coincides with not only
their early depictions but modern day assessments of them as well. Much of this idealism
began during the 19th century in the writings of Henry David Thoreau, John Muir, and
other writers who created and inadvertently perpetuated the myth of a “pristine,” underpopulated landscape that had experienced little influence at the hands Native Americans
prior to the arrival of Europeans (Denevan 1992:369). As early American settlers
explored and established permanent residences in different regions of the continent they
often over-emphasized their own achievements at the expense of those made by native
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populations which further exacerbated the general belief in a previously untouched
landscape.
Considering that “nature” is a cultural construct, interpretations and ideas related
to it are highly susceptible to shifts within the broader cultures to which it is connected.
For example, in a modern context, “wilderness” generally refers to areas that have not
been fully impacted by civilization which make them islands in an otherwise sea of
pollution and environmental degradation (Cronon 1995:69). Cronon (1995) underscores
this point in his discussion of modern, urban-dwelling people who eagerly seek out what
they believe to be wild, spiritually fulfilling experiences with nature. This view starkly
contrasts with earlier interpretations of wilderness which tended to emphasize its
perceived negative qualities such as emptiness, savagery, desolation, and barrenness with
its only real value being that it might be reclaimed by people and used in a “positive”
manner (Cronon 1995:70-71). To be lost in the wilderness during the early to mid 19th
century was a precarious situation indeed. By the late 19th century, however, many of the
negative connotations related to supposed areas of wilderness had given way to more
modern preservationist ideals as espoused in the writings of Thoreau and Muir who
likened interacting with nature to an religious experience (Cronon 1995:76).
Coupled with this picture was a general fascination with the American frontier
whose mythology also changed through time as more areas of North America became
settled. It was during this time that the frontier became intertwined with the broader
American identity based on the pervasive belief that democracy and the national identity
had largely been borne out of the actions of European Americans who moved into the
“wild country” where they were able to “shed the trappings of civilization” and reconnect
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with their primal energies. Similar to the quasi-religious leanings of Thoreau and Muir,
wilderness and the frontier were held up as places of renewal and thus became an integral
component of the American character (Cronon 1995:76). This highlights the constructed
aspect of nature because it was during this time that the push to set aside “natural areas”
for preservation based on the belief that the “frontier” and thus a part of the American
identity was disappearing (Bowden 1992:22; Pyne 1982:17).
Interestingly, it was people primarily associated with urban settings who were the
driving force behind many early preservation efforts. Cronon (1995:79) suggests that
because a metropolitan existence contrasted so drastically with ideas of a “natural
wilderness,” the romanticized, biased view of wilderness was enhanced. Urbanites
developed a wilderness in their own image and thus furthered the myth of a rough
country as “virgin,” an illusion that they were seeing their nation in its pristine, original
state. “Nature” in this capacity, had to be natural, pristine, remote from humanity, and
untouched by a common past (Cronon 1995:79-83).
Bowden (1992) also takes a historical slant in his discussion of ideas related to the
development of a mythical, pristine landscape. He divides what he calls “The Invention
of American Tradition” into four phases that roughly coincide with the EuropeanAmerican settlement of various regions of North America. The four phases are further
subdivided into two major headings, those related to “wild people and wild lands before
settlement” and “those of the American people and the landscapes they produced”
(Bowden 1992:4). All four phases developed much later than the “achievements” they
proposed to depict. Inaccurate images were usually associated with the first phase which
later became ensconced and accepted within the wider historical consciousness. These
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images would soon after be picked up and perpetuated by writers, such as Thoreau and
Muir, and eventually established as an “invented tradition” that was in time culturally
internalized and presented as unquestionable fact (Bowden 1992:4). By the fourth and
final phase the tradition pervaded all aspects of the broader culture and became a part of
the general knowledge base where it appeared in textbooks related to geography and
history and was otherwise taught to the general public as common knowledge (Bowden
1992:4).
There is also a familiar theme that runs through each of the phases that developed
during the mid to late 19th century long after the actual events had taken place and
following the final demise of the pre-American landscape. Each phase, however, worked
to highlight the achievements of American settlers. They presented a much exaggerated
view with regard to the hostility of the environments they encountered during settlement.
The landscape was held to be much more hostile to incoming settlers than it had been in
reality. Examples include, the “Desart wildernesse and Primeval forest” of New
England, along with “the infertile virgin prairies” and the “Great American Desert” of the
Midwest (Bowden 1992:5-15). Combined, the taming of these geographic areas was
believed to be comparable to the accomplishments that had previously occurred in
Europe. An immediate downside to the acceptance of these beliefs was the belittling of
the real achievements that had been made by Native Americans after hundreds if not
thousands of years of actively interacting with the North American landscape. For
example, early depictions of the eastern woodlands point out mature forests with an open
“understory that reflected frequent ground fires” (Denevan 1992:371). Foot and horse
travel in this setting was relatively easy in spite of later stories related to the rugged
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nature of pre-colonized North American landscapes. Davis (1933) has suggested that by
the time of European contact, prehistoric burning had extensively modified the forests of
the Northeast. Bromley (1935) also states that at contact, eastern forests had an open,
park-like appearance, a point reiterated by Krech (1999). In spite of these observations,
the environmental accomplishments of Native Americans were all but ignored, first by
Europeans and later by American settlers.
The above discussion points out the obvious need to account for the landscape
management practices of native peoples, and this has become more commonplace in
recent years (Bowden 1992; Cronon 1983; Denevan 1992; Krech 1999; Pyne 1982; Vale
2002; Wagner 2003). Even rain forests, which typically stand as “the” symbol for
pristine environments have been reevaluated to incorporate indigenous practices of land
management (Cronon 1995:82; Heckenberger et al. 2003). However, these endeavors
have tended to focus more on people who practiced agriculture. Hunter-gatherers, on the
other hand, have received little attention and are generally believed to leave or have left a
small overall footprint on the landscape. This is in spite of a growing body of evidence
that they can in fact have a dramatic impact on local environments. In Australia, for
example, it has been proposed that people significantly altered fire-regimes to the point
that they impacted forest cover at a continental scale at which it caused broad-scale
climate change that drove some Pleistocene mammals to extinction (Miller et al.
1999:208). This is an interesting point considering that it happened during the
Pleistocene and also that is was at the hands of Australian hunter-gatherers. A good
North American example is Chapman et al. (1982) suggestion that human-induced fire
influenced the ecological makeup of areas in the Little Tennessee River Valley.
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With regard to Native Americans and other indigenous groups we must not only
strip away preconceived notions regarding the environment and their relationships with it
but this should also be taken this a step further to incorporate hunter-gatherers for further
consideration. There is a growing body of evidence that suggests people may
significantly alter landscapes through the most unintentional of actions. The first step
towards achieving this goal is to give greater consideration to the ways in which huntergatherers perceive and interact with the environment. As previously mentioned the
environment should be thought of as more than just a backdrop against which human
action takes place. It ought to be approached from the perspective that its composition is
the byproduct of long-term human interaction.
Hunter-Gatherers and the Domestication of the Landscape
Conceptualizing hunter-gatherers requires that they not only be placed within a
context directly related to their surrounding landscapes but that they may also impact
them, either actively through outright intentional manipulation but also as the unintended
consequences of their normal activities. This stands in contrast to the general perception
of them as having only a mild impact on the environment. Consideration of huntergatherer activities should extend beyond just finding food, their relationship with other
people such as agriculturalists, or the perceived impacts of other cultural spheres such as
capitalism when developing models of land-use related to them. However, it is often
implicitly assumed that hunter-gatherers view the environment in a fashion similar to the
scholars who study them. This creates the inaccurate perception of a dichotomy between
“nature” and culture,” which is not entirely correct. It becomes an even more contentious
point when we consider that “nature” is a cultural construct and thus subject to criticism
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when considering a humanized perspective. As opposed to a western dichotomy of
“nature and culture,” hunter-gatherers differ in their views of the environment which is at
odds with many of the land-use models developed to account for the materiality of the
activities left behind by their prehistoric counterparts (Head et al. 2002).
Two outstanding issues relate to reevaluating the perception of hunter-gatherers.
Rather than just assessing the behavior of hunter-gatherers based on activities related to
acquiring food resources on a random encounter basis, as is proposed by many land-use
models following Binford (1980), greater consideration should be given to ways in
which they mold and shape the landscapes in which they live. For example, we must
move beyond the idea of plant species domestication as the only means enacting
environmental change. It is also important to consider the “domestication” of the broader
landscape as a means for hunter-gatherers to manipulate the distribution and diversity of
plant and animal species in order to enhance the predictability of encountering them. At
present, the evolutionary developmental dichotomy as perceived by most anthropologists
may be too abrupt. These rigid categories have inadvertently resulted in a narrow view of
hunter-gatherers and in many instances their role as landscape managers has been
obscured and they are relegated to the role of endless wanderers always in search of food,
seeking out their environmental niche, or otherwise leading a hand to mouth existence.
There is a need for more of an intermediate level where greater consideration is given to
the possibility that people already had strong ideas related to landscape manipulation
prior to plant and animal domestication which requires genetic change brought about by
people who were selecting for certain genetic characteristics. This pre-genetic selection
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"stage" is difficult to account for based on the present system which contrasts
marginalized hunter-gatherers and incipient agricultural groups.
As outlined above, there has also been much criticism related to the use of
contemporary hunter-gatherers to develop models of prehistoric land-use. This stems
primarily from the acknowledgement that many of the contemporary groups studied,
primarily in Africa, were not as isolated as once believed and that they had in fact had
extensive interactions with other people who were not hunter-gatherers. Coupled with
the fact that they often lived in marginalized settings made them inappropriate for the
development of land-use models that potentially operated at continental-level scales.
Placing an increased emphasis on landscape alteration not only gives greater agency to
hunter-gatherers but it also “opens” more geographic regions for consideration by
archaeologists. In this case, the interior Coastal Plain potentially may have been much
more amenable to settlement with regard to food resources than has been previously
considered. This is based not only on the potential of hunter-gatherers to enact landscape
change but it also takes the study of them to a level beyond just settlement or subsistence
niches in which they are commonly associated (Head et al. 2002:175). It also stems from
the possibility that their perceptions of the environment may be much different than has
formerly been suggested.
Giving greater attention to the ways in which hunter-gatherers perceive the
landscapes around them not only highlights their management strategies but it also
illustrates their similarities with some of the practices of agricultural groups. Head et al.
(2002), for example point out that hunter-gatherers often display qualities usually
reserved for agriculturalists such as being “active and knowledgeable land managers,
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transforming environments in both deliberate and unconscious ways at a variety of scales,
and having intimate attachments to particular places” (Head et al. 2002:174).
Head et al. (2002) argue that a consequence of the acceptance of the similarities
between hunter-gatherers and agriculturalists has caused a breakdown of the general
dichotomy between hunter-gatherer and agricultural space. Further, they go on to discuss
how hunter-gatherers sub-divide the landscape in relation to their interactions with it.
The authors base their arguments on long-term ethnographic encounters with Australian
aborigines. They also point out the tendency of archaeologists to pigeon-hole huntergatherer plant use in subsistence or ecological terms since they are generally presumed to
bound and enclose spaces with complex social rather than material means (Head et al.
2002:175). To counter this narrow viewpoint they forward the terms “country and
garden” as a way to which Australian hunter-gatherers observe their world. In their view,
“country is a place that gives and receives life, it is not just imagined or represented, but
rather is lived in and lived with” (Head et al. 2002:176). Garden, in contrast, is
considered to represent more intensified modifications, boundedness or patchiness, at
various locations in space (Head et al. 2002:176). Country and garden are further
subdivided into two forms of “domains” which the authors posit as “both knowledge and
practical consciousness that are social in their overall conception” (Chase 1989:46; Head
et al. 2002:175). “Domus” corresponds to hunter-gatherer physical domains that operate
around a specific point in time and space which may be distinguished from domiculture
which represents “parcels of knowledge, strategies and actions, including those relating
to the management of plants and more specifically “knowledge and activity bundles
which relate temporally to a specific habitat” (Head et al. 2002:176).
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Yam digging was a primary activity of these people who relied on them not only
as a source of food but also as a means for marking the landscape. The distribution of
yams was based partially on geology as rocky soils were perceived as growing better
quality yams but they were also anthropogenic because people actively sought out these
particular soils and subsequently planted their yams patches in them (Head et al.
2002:181). In many instances patches were also given names. Material evidence for this
activity occurs in not only the large piles of dirt and rocks left behind by digging but also
by their “patchy” distribution. Patches are easily discernible by the large holes created by
digging for yams. Yam removal not only includes digging but also moving large
boulders and rocks by rolling them out of the way and by the piling up of smaller rocks
which creates rings around individual holes (Head et al. 2002:180). Quarrying of toolquality stone was also an activity associated with yamming due to the large amounts of
stone that was excavated while people were digging for yams. The authors noted
encountering several areas of stone flaking and quarrying, with many large cores and
flakes that were associated with yam patches (Head et al. 2002:181).
Taken together, yam and quarry patches and their associated human activities also
represent aspects of both “garden” and “country” as discussed by Head et al (2002).
They occur as discrete and distinctive physical localities that are patchily distributed
within a wider area (country) as a result of geology and they also correspond with nodes
of intensive human labor (garden) that are given names and further incorporated into the
understanding of the broader landscape (Head et al. 2002:182). These are important
points to consider when rethinking hunter-gatherers and their interactions with nature.
They have the ability to control the broader distribution of food resources that are
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important to them. In this case yamming was not only a heavily influenced
anthropogenic activity but it also integrated with quarrying to acquire stone for the
production of stone tools. Both of these points will be returned to later in the broader
discussion of connection of people and fire in the interior Coastal Plain of southeastern
North America.
In their discussion of hunter-gatherer pyrotechnic practices in the Pacific
Northwest, Lewis and Ferguson (1999) present the concepts of “fire yards’ and “fire
corridors.” They are based largely on a cross-cultural comparison of similar activities by
other hunter-gatherer groups from around the world. Both “yards” and “corridors” are
associated with fire-dependent ecosystems which are easily identified by their “fire
mosaic” qualities (Lewis and Ferguson 1999:164). The authors also point out that these
types of ecosystems are highly conducive to hunting and gathering because of the
significant levels of ecological diversity they contain. Fire mosaics may be caused by
both natural and human-induced fires, though they may be differentiated based on their
size, frequency, and severity. Natural fires, for example, may be characterized by their
larger size, low frequency, and higher intensity because they are usually responsible for
complete forest or stand replacement (Lewis and Ferguson 1999:165). Those fires set by
people, particularly hunter-gatherers on the other hand, may be distinguished from
natural fires since they are smaller, more frequent, and of a low level of intensity. Lower
intensity fires stem from the increased frequency which does not allow excess fuel to
build up which would cause potentially conflagratory burning conditions. These
characteristics are a direct result of hunter-gatherers altering prevailing fire regimes by
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burning during alternate seasons, with increased frequencies, and under safer, more
managed conditions (Lewis and Ferguson 1999:165).
Within these contexts “fire yards” and “fire corridors” constitute areas of
controlled burning by hunter-gatherers. Fire yards are openings or clearings within
larger forested zones that are maintained by burning while fire corridors are linear areas
along streams, sloughs, ridges, and trails that are similarly maintained through regular
burning (Lewis and Ferguson 1999:167). Both fire yards and corridors provide a greater
abundance of plant and animal resources and a much greater level of hunting
predictability. Maintaining open grasslands especially increases the abundance of animal
populations (Lewis and Ferguson 1999:171). Similar to ‘garden and country” forwarded
by Head et al. 2002, fire yards and corridors represent yet another means that huntergatherers subdivide and interact with their native environments.
Based on her observations in California, Anderson (2006) suggests that Native
Americans had been altering local environments for up to 12,000 years prior to the arrival
of Europeans. By practicing a number of different management techniques, such as
burning, coupled with carefully planned harvesting intervals, they were able to control
the distribution and population density of a number of plant and animal species that were
important to them (Anderson 2006:1). With regard to the discussion here, regular
burning was successfully employed by California hunter-gatherers to improve habitat for
game animals, eliminated troublesome brush, and reduced the potential for catastrophic
fires. Similar to the earlier discussion regarding indigenous views of nature, Anderson
(2006) notes that native California groups did not distinguish between managed land and
wild land. She goes on to discuss the fact that the word “wilderness” is actually absent
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from tribal vocabularies (Anderson 2006:3). In fact, the idea of “wilderness” stems from
a European psyche accustomed to a Neolithic way of life in which people distinguish
between areas of human “manufacture” and those deemed to be of nature’s responsibility.
In many instances, as pointed out by Anderson (2006:3) contemporary indigenous people
refer to areas of “wilderness” in a negative context because they have not been cared by
people for a long time.
Finally, Ingold (2000) discusses the significance of personal experiences that
hunter-gatherers have as they interact with the landscapes around them. Citing the earlier
work of Turnbull (1965), he emphasizes the paternalistic relationship that the Mbuti
Pygmies of the Ituri Forest have with the “natural world” around them (Ingold 2000:43).
They refer to it as a “mother” or “father” because it provides them with food, warmth,
shelter, clothing, and all the other basic necessities of life (Ingold 2000:43; Turnbull
1965:19). This parent/child relationship is important to consider because it not only
reveals the intimacy which hunter-gatherers may express toward the environment but it is
also reflects close relationship they have in understanding it. For example, Ingold
(2000:47) points out that experience gained through human-organism-environment
interactions, provides the raw material of sensation, that along with food that huntergatherers “take home” with them. He notes that “similar to the way people become
familiar with other people, they also become ‘familiar’ with the environment by spending
time with it. In this capacity, hunter-gatherers often consider time spent on forays in the
forest to be useful, whether or not it returns anything to consume (Ingold 2000:47). Time
spent in the forest fosters human-environment relations, people get to know it as they
would a relative because of the time they spend with it. Following the previous
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discussion regarding the nature-culture dichotomy, Ingold (2000) discusses the
connection between the culture of hunter-gatherers and nature in which he concludes that
the two are an “integrated entity.” This view is particularly important when thinking
about the level of knowledge that people may have with regard to their immediate
environs.
All combined, these examples of hunter-gatherer-landscape relations exemplify
the need to examine the environment as much more than just a backdrop that both
dictates human behavior and also serves as a setting against which it plays out. The cases
above illustrate that hunter-gatherers can have not only intensely intimate relations with
the environments in which they live but can also have a powerful hand in shaping them
and thus controlling the broad-scale distribution of plant and animal resources. They are
much more than the “wandering nomads” that they have been presented as for years in
the archaeological literature. Following Head et al. (2006:176), if we are dismantling the
binary divisions between humans and the environment we must take plant ecology and
biogeography seriously as a potential artifact (Head et al. 2002:176). Taking the
“landscape” as a unit of analysis may allow for the familiarity that prehistoric huntergatherers had with the environment based on the material distribution of artifacts
stemming from their various activities in relation to forest cover. In this case, taking a
closer look at the distribution and dynamics of the interior Coastal Plain may reveal a
significant anthropogenic component that has not previously been considered, especially
in relation to anthropogenic fire. Aboriginal people are widely reported as describing
their burning activities as “cleaning up” the country but this same type of action has not
been considered for the interior Coastal Plain in spite of the fact that it is often referred to
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as a fire forest (Head 1996; Head et al. 2002; Pyne 1982). In many areas research
suggests that people likely made sweeping impacts through the use of fire. It has been
proposed that at contact, Europeans found a North American continent whose ecosystems
had long been influenced by the actions of people (Cronon 1983). That such a prolonged
span of time transpired between the initial contact and later excursions by explorers and
settlers led to an inaccurate perception of the pre-contact landscape. Denevan (1992)
notes that many areas rebounded ecologically during the interim, which helped
Europeans create the image of the land as sparsely populated and little impacted by
Native Americans prior to their arrival. In actuality, it was very much a “widowed land”
in the sense proposed by Jennings (1975). A similar situation occurred in Australia as
aborigines were openly killed off or otherwise forced off the land (Head et al. 2002:175).
Anthropogenic impacts to North American landscapes likely had an extensively
protracted history beyond just the park-like appearance as experienced by the initial
European explorers (Anderson 2006). Just how far these land management practices go
back in time in the Southeast is not presently known. A goal of this dissertation is to
extend evidence for management back at least to the Late Archaic period. In this respect,
it is a goal of this research to determine the extent to which Late Archaic hunter-gatherers
affected the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem through the use of fire.
The Archaeology of Historical Ecology and Anthropogenic Fire
There are a number of methods that may be utilized to identify and quantify the
extent of anthropogenic fire. It is, however, difficult to distinguish between human-set
and natural, lightning-induced fires. This difficulty can be overcome using multiple lines
of evidence. For example, fire histories of certain geographic localities have been
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reconstructed using tree cores, analysis of palynological data, and fire scars (Wagner
2003:136). The analysis of pollen can provide a great deal of insight into past forest
cover to reveal changes through time. Changes such as a broad-scale shift from fire
vulnerable to fire tolerant species may be indicative of human influence. Pollen and
charcoal samples taken from wetland or lake bottom sediment cores can also be useful in
determining the size and general locality of fires in the past (Lamoreaux 1999; Seilestad
1995). Increased levels of charcoal fragments are an indicator of anthropogenic fires
(Clark 1988). A close inspection of charcoal fragments may also reveal evidence
pertaining to whether or not a particular fire was small and localized or a larger regional
one. This is based on the overall size of charcoal particles and their relation to the size of
the body of water from which the sediment core from which they were derived was taken.
Smaller bodies of water capture larger, local-level particles while larger ones usually
contain smaller fragments that may have been carried from fires that were much farther
away (Clark 1988; Patterson and Backman 1988). Intervals between fires may be
determined from the examination of fire scars from tree cores taken from old trees
(Huffman 2006).
The biogeographic distribution of certain plant species may also be indicative of a
fire-maintained anthropogenic landscape. This is especially noteworthy when thinking
about various ecological aspects of the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem which will be
discussed more in-depth in the next chapter. Looking at its overall distribution and what
it requires for continued maintenance and longevity also reveal insights into its long-term
interaction with humans. In particular, it requires regular low-intensity fires to ensure its
overall health and well-being (Christensen 1987). The anthropogenic contribution to
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perpetuating longleaf pine forests in the interior Coastal Plain has long been a point of
contentious debate. Quantifying the potential extent of this practice will ultimately need
to be pursued using the methods discussed above. For this dissertation however, the
material remains of various activity areas, which will be further outlined in Chapter 4,
will be compared to potential for fire and sustained habitation. As discussed above,
hunter-gatherers often play a significant role in shaping landscapes by influencing the
distribution of economically useful plant and animal species. This should be reflected in
the overall distribution of particular site types in the project area. In this case, it is likely
that Late Archaic hunter-gatherers were using fire to maintain an open-mosaic forest
cover of longleaf pine which would also have been interspersed with upland ponds. This
“mosaic” quality would have created a series of ecotones or edge habitats. This effect
would further contribute to increased levels of biodiversity. People intentionally set fires
for different reasons and indigenous burning practices are well represented in the
ecological and archaeological literature. While some may have started from meager
beginnings such as driving game, they may have potentially taken on a life of their own
as their long-term consequences became realized. This in turn may have further
influenced the positioning of habitable places within the broader social landscape.
Examples of hunter-gatherer induced fires are common in the archaeological and
ethnographic literature. They stem from work in a number of different and unique
geographic locations such as North America, Europe, South America, Australia, and
Africa (Kalisz et al. 1986; Lewis 1977, 1980, 1982; Meggers 1966; Patterson and
Sassaman 1989; Pyne 1982; Stewart et al. 2002; Yellen 1977). In general, fire is a
powerful tool in the hands of hunter-gatherers and it has been wielded in both
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contemporary and prehistoric settings to exact the landscape-level manipulation of
economically important plant and animal species. Fire was used in various habitats for a
number of reasons such as to control the overall distribution, diversity, and abundance of
plant and animal resources as well as create and maintain a series of micro, or edge
habitats that were useful for hunting and gathering (Krech 1999; Lewis 1982:45-51).
Deer in particular, thrive in managed habitats because of improved browse. This has
been illustrated in both European and North American contexts (Klein 1970; Lay 1956;
Stellars 1976).
Based on findings in Europe, Sassaman (1988) has suggested that Mesolithic
hunter-gatherers aggressively altered upland areas in north-central Europe with fire to
create better growing conditions for hazel (Corylus spp.) and their nut yields, which were
highly desirable for humans. Regular controlled burning in the uplands is believed to
have created amenable growing conditions in which hazel trees thrived. Sassaman
(1988:4) notes that Mesolithic hunter-gatherers used fire to carve out and maintain
patches in mature forest. While Sassaman’s findings are based on work in the temperate
forests of north-central Europe they are nonetheless useful here as they illustrate how
hunter-gatherers can impact local environments through the implementation of fire. The
use of fire in this European context is very similar to Lewis and Ferguson’s (1999)
discussion of hunter-gatherer fire yards in the Pacific Northwest. “Carved out” patches in
otherwise hardwood dominated forests created higher levels of biodiversity by fashioning
a series of mosaic quality grassy patches within the prevailing forest cover.
This is also similar to observations from northeastern North America. Charcoal
records from sediment cores taken from both inland and coastal locations in southern
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New England suggest that indigenous burning was customary in the region during times
of high population density, and possibly began as early as the Late Archaic period
(Patterson and Sassaman 1988).
From pond sediment cores taken at Cliff Palace Pond in the mountains of
Kentucky, Delcourt and Delcourt (1998) argue that Late Archaic hunter-gatherers relied
on fire to clear forest openings on upper slopes and ridge tops to promote the growth of
early successional flora. Palynological evidence from the area suggests that local huntergatherer groups were encouraging the growth of plants that are generally associated with
the Eastern Agricultural Complex (Wagner 2003:138).
Lewis (1982:50) notes that hunter-gatherers living in northern Alberta burned the
forests for a number of reasons that included reducing volatile summer wild fire
conditions and improving browse for large game animals such as moose that would move
into recently burned areas to consume freshly sprouting green shoots. Berry producing
plants were also stimulated by fire and it also worked to thwart the raging, bloodthirsty
populations of black flies and mosquitoes that could easily make life miserable for people
living nearby. Fires were also set along stream channels to create grassy borders between
the water’s edge and the surrounding forest. This enhanced streamside habitat attracted
rabbits, moles, and other small mammals which in turn appealing to larger predators like
weasels, coyotes, wolves, and foxes (Lewis 1982:50). The shoreline edges of lakes and
wetlands were also fired to improve habitat for migratory waterfowl.
Perhaps no continent is more associated with fire than Australia (Lewis 1982;
Pyne 1997). Examples of hunter-gatherer use of fire to manipulate and control Fire Stick
have been illustrated across the continent. Known as “fire stick farming,” local hunter-
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gatherers made good use of fire in virtually every conceivable environment. They
successfully shifted the fire-regime at virtually a continental scale from one of infrequent
conflagratory fires to one based on much smaller frequent fires. This dramatic shift was
possible due to native familiarity with local burn cycles. By changing the seasonality and
frequency of fires Australian aborigines were able to successfully alter the distribution of
plant and animal species that were important to them (Lewis 1982:63).
Another good example of burning by hunter-gatherers stems from Yellen’s (1977)
observations among the !Kung San of the Kalahari. He notes that the !Kung set fires in
late summer to encourage the growth of new grass (Yellen 1977:34). Yellen also points
out that if misused burning can easily lead to a detrimental outcome given the area’s
susceptibility to drought. Of course, Yellen’s perception could easily stem from his own
lack of understanding of the utility of burning within the broader “ecological” landscape
in which the Kung live. For example, he draws his conclusion regarding the proposed
sensitivity of the vegetation but goes on to comment that data related to annual rainfall as
well as “climatic succession remains an intriguing and largely unanswered one” (Yellen
1977:34). Much of Yellen’s conclusion stems from the context of the time in which he
was writing. He makes note of the grassy areas that expand outward from the Aha Hills
at the expense of larger trees and shrubs but fails to make a connection between that
expansion and indigenous burning practices (Yellen 1977:34). Perhaps if he’d spent
more time in the area he might have made a connection between the two. Of course,
focusing again on the context of the time, Yellen was observing the foraging practices of
the Kung to make better informed models of hunter-gatherer land use. As was discussed
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earlier, incorporating their ability to inflict landscape-level vegetation change was not a
top priority of researchers.
Given the preceding overview of hunter-gatherer practices of broadcast burning, it
is plain to see that fire is an important tool that can be wielded by people who are
otherwise not generally considered to have a significant impact on the regions in which
they live. This is certainly the case with regard to the interior Coastal Plain of
southeastern North America. This line of thinking, combined with the ecological
dynamics of the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem which will be discussed in detail in
the next chapter, creates a picture of life in the region that has not been previously
considered. In all likelihood, Late Archaic hunter-gatherers in the region used fire in
much the same way that it was used in other parts of the world. Open grasslands are
highly productive areas and keeping them “open” would have been in the best interest of
the people who lived close to and interacted with them. Likewise, the many wetlands and
stream banks conducive to habitation would have been enhanced through controlled use
of fire.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CHICKASAWHATCHEE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY:
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING, PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK, FIELD
METHODS, AND SITES

Data used to address the research problems presented in this dissertation were
recovered during the Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey in southwest Georgia. In
this chapter, I present the details of the survey project, such as the spatial parameters and
orientation of the project area, relevant environmental variables, the findings of previous
archaeological research in the region, and methods used to discover and record sites in
the project area.
Survey work commenced during the summer field season of 2003 and continued
through the 2004, 2005, and 2006 seasons. The early portion of the survey concentrated
on site discovery in the Chickasawhatchee Creek watershed and the areas surrounding the
Chickasawhatchee Swamp (Chamblee 2006), while later efforts were focused on the
Ichuaway-Nochaway Creek drainage. The project area is unique because of its size and
location deep within the Gulf Coastal Plain. It is comprised of several individual
disconnected survey areas that encompass a diverse range of topographical and
ecological features. The entire project area lies within the Dougherty Plain (Figure 3-1)
which is a sub-province of the interior Coastal Plain.
The Dougherty Plain is characterized as a broad, relatively flat physiographic
district with a level to gently rolling topography and a northwest heading geophysical
orientation (Murray 1961). Topographic relief in the Dougherty Plain is greatest near the
Fall Line Hills, which stands as its northern boundary, at roughly 250 feet above sea level
and 77 feet above sea level in its southern expanses in Seminole County. It terminates
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Figure 3-1. Location of Survey Tracts within the Dougherty Plain.
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where the Fall Line Hills and the Tifton Upland meet. Karst topography, formed on the
underlying Ocala and Suwanee Limestones, underlies the plain which has contributed to
the formation of numerous sinkholes in the district.
Gum ponds and Cypress swamps are common hydrologic features of this
landscape. Cypress swamps are easily recognized by their rounded outline with the
tallest trees occurring in the center and smaller tress moving out toward the edges. Gum
Ponds are marked by the lack of cypress trees which are supplanted by swamp black gum
and other lowland tree species (Wharton 1978:79). Both types of ponds are categorized
as “depressed surface hydric features,” characterized by their shallow depths that may or
may not contain water, a result of overall precipitation and/or their degree of closeness to
the underlying limestone bedrock (Wharton 1978). Periodic natural fires that occur
during periods of relative dryness and low-water levels serve to regenerate ponds and
increase their biotic potential (Wharton 1978:74). The approximate origins of these small
bodies of water are not entirely known though some have been attributed to sea-level rise
during the Pleistocene and subsequent higher water levels in the Coastal Plain by the
mid-Holocene (Gaiser et al. 2001; Hoyt and Hails 1967; Murray 1961; Wharton
1978:81). Cypress swamps and Gum ponds are home to a diverse array of plant and
animal species. Numerous insects, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals depend on
the ponds as a source of water and breeding areas. The ecotonal zone or edge habitat
surrounding the ponds also attracts a high percentage of wild life and is an integral hub
for the surrounding pine flat lands of the Coastal Plain (Wharton 1978:82). Based on the
underlying limestone bedrock, which is part of the greater Floridian Aquifer, many of the
ponds are attributed to sinkhole activity. Others have been compared, at least
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ecologically, to Carolina Bays which have received a great deal of attention from
archaeologists working in South Carolina (Brooks et al. 1996; Brooks et al. 2001;
Wharton 1978:80). Late Archaic sites associated with similar karstic features have also
been studied in Florida (Bullen et al. 1974; Bullen and Dolan 1959; Neill 1964; Wharton
et al. 1982).
Shifts toward increased use of wetland resources during the Late Archaic period
are well documented across the eastern Woodlands (Brooks et. al 1996; Custer and
Bachman 1986; Elliott and Sassaman 1995; Gardner 1978; Milanich 1994; Price and
Brown 1985). Wetland environments offer an array of plant and animal resources that
were beneficial to local hunter-gatherers, and they harbor, under certain conditions
enormous productivity, at last seasonally. Wetland ecosystems like the upland ponds
discussed above occur across the expanse of interior Coastal Plain. Although they may
not compare with the wetlands of bottomland system in terms of extent and productivity,
upland ponds and bays indeed attracted human settlement throughout the Holocene, and,
at times, appears to have sustained settlement of prolonged and/or repeated duration.
The economic and ecological significance of upland wetlands in the project area
is contrasted with the now-defunct conceptual bias of archaeologists that the interior
Coastal Plain was relatively unproductive and thus incapable to sustaining significant
human presence (Larson 1980; Fish and Fish 1976). Even though recent archaeological
endeavors have countered previous claims (Brooks and Canouts 1984; Brooks et al.
1996), parts of the region are often referred to as the “pine barrens,” which downplays, if
not denigrates, its actual ecological richness. Few archaeological interpretations of the
region get beyond dealing with what most perceive of as a homogenous sea of pine trees.
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Most often overlooked are the wetland systems discussed above. Just giving greater
consideration to upland ponds does much to advance a picture of heterogeneity in the
interior Coastal Plain. The seemingly endless vegetative monotony which so often
negatively characterizes the region primarily stems from unsustainable land management
practices in the mid to late 19th and early 20th centuries as settlers and industrialists began
pushing deeper into the interior Coastal Plain as the country expanded westward from the
initial coastal settlements. Successive waves of people and industry concluded in the
outright destruction of the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem that once blanketed a large
portion of the region. This was followed by its replacement with nonlocal, fastergrowing pine species that could be more frequently harvested for timber. Traveling
through the region today it is hard to see beyond the “sea of pine trees” that are actually
continuous rows of slash and loblolly pines grown on industrial-style plantations. The
trees are planted in near perfect rows with little if any underbrush which gives the
landscape an overly sterile appearance.
In contrast to modern pine plantations, the historic longleaf pine-wiregrass
ecosystem of the project area embodied much greater levels of ecological diversity.
Longleaf pine grows in a number of diverse environments based on elevation and soil
moisture, and it is thus subdivided by ecologists along vegetational lines. Interspersed
with the upland ponds and wetlands, the longleaf-wiregrass communities of interriverine
landforms represented some of the most diverse biomes of the Coastal Plain in
precolonial times. The perpetuation of diversity in longleaf pine communities, of course,
hinges on a high-frequency fire rotation.
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That the project area was forested in longleaf pine is readily accepted based on
historical records. Unfortunately, the demise of this once great forest system in the early
late 19th and early 20th centuries left an obvious void in the natural landscape, and it
created a formidable obstacle in fully understanding the ecosystem at a landscape-level
scale and how people may have interacted with it in the distant past.
Previous Archaeological Research Related to the Late Archaic
Many of the earlier archaeological findings in southwest Georgia were associated
with the construction of large hydroelectric facilities, river channel improvement projects,
or otherwise focused directly on the Chattahoochee and Flint River flood plains or their
associated tributaries (Boyd 1958; Bullen 1950, 1958; Caldwell 1978; Fish and Fish
1976: Fish and Mitchell 1976; McCluskey 1976). Other projects have focused on specific
sites considered to be culturally significant (Fairbanks 1940; Pluckhahn 2003; Sears
1956; Steinen and Crawford 1990). More recent projects, like this one, have
concentrated on examining private collections and/or surveying and excavating in upland
localities (Elliott 2004; Elliott and Dean 2006; Waggoner 2003).
Research designs associated with the earlier reservoir projects were not conducive
to finding Late Archaic sites in the region which were usually small in size and composed
primarily of debitage and stone tools. They instead tended to concentrate on larger later
period sites with ceramics and or mounds (Fish and Fish 1976:3). For example Kelly
(1950) located and excavated only a single “Archaic” site during the entire survey
coinciding with the construction of the Jim Woodruff dam at the confluence of the Flint
and Chattahoochee rivers. The site was discovered at Lane Springs. A torrential storm
that dropped fifteen inches of rain over a twenty-four hour period resulted in the wash out
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of a sand-ridge on Spring Creek (Kelly 1950:29). The sand-ridge was in close proximity
to a runoff channel of Lane Springs and the churning current deposited hundreds of
“worked flints” in its former position (Kelly 1950:29). A. R Kelly was notified of the
situation as he and his University of Georgia field school crew were working just down
stream at the site of the Woodruff dam. Kelly (1950) noted that the “flints” had extended
down into the ridge to a depth of roughly five feet. He categorized the tools as handchoppers or fist axes and likened them to tools of the European Neolithic. Kelly also
described a large assortment of oval flint blades, a number of grinding stones and a single
mortar that had been collected by local school children, all of which he attributed to prepottery or Archaic activity (Kelly 1950:29).
Partially as a consequence of insufficient survey strategies implemented by earlier
projects, southwest Georgia, as a region, has been cited as having a relatively low number
of Late Archaic sites (Anderson 1996:170). It may also potentially result from an
unrecognized divergent pattern of land-use in the interior Coastal Plain in contrast to
other areas in the Southeast that have received greater attention from archaeologists. For
example, major Late Archaic shell midden sites have been excavated in the Savannah
River Valley that reflect a heavy reliance on riverine food resources such as shellfish
(Claflin 1931; Sassaman et al. 2006). In contrast, no shell middens with Late Archaic
features or components have been reported in either the lower Flint or Chattahoochee
River valleys, though Kelly did excavate a large shell midden at White Springs which is
close to the point where Spring Creek enters the Flint River. He described it as a
prehistoric “clambake” or “oval depression” dug into the terrace with a sizable portion of
Weeden Island pottery (Kelly 1950:30).
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Aside from Kelly’s (1950) work at Lane Springs, only a few Late Archaic sites
were studied during the early reservoir projects in the Flint and Chattahoochee River
valleys. An important discovery was Ripley Bullen’s (1958) excavation of J-5, a deeply
buried multi-component site located along the banks of the Chattahoochee River. The
site was located on the second natural levee of the Chattahoochee River, just to the north
of the confluence of the Flint and Chattahoochee rivers. All vegetation in the vicinity of
the site had been cleared since it would be inundated within the reservoir. Clearing
initially revealed the largest Fort Walton (Mississippi) period village along the west side
of the river (Bullen 1958:333). Artifacts at the site were recovered near the ground
surface so the archaeological investigations were initially focused on the Fort Walton
component but the emphasis shifted when reservoir engineers working at the site dug a
ditch from the levee to the Chattahoochee which cut a deep profile across the J-5 site.
Large stemmed hafted bifaces were recovered from back dirt removed from the ditch.
Bullen profiled the ditch and identified fourteen separate archaeological zones. Zone 9 is
most relevant to the discussion here because Bullen (1958) placed it chronologically in
the Late Orange period based on the presence of Orange Plain pottery. Seven soapstone
vessel sherds were also recorded in the zone (Bullen 1958:337). Bullen (1958) noted that
the cultural remains recovered from zone 9 resembled those of “people living on a river
levee.” Mussel shells were common throughout the zone. A wide variety of stone tools
were also recovered from this zone. They included medium and large hafted bifaces,
soapstone vessel fragments, and Orange Plain fiber-tempered pottery (Bullen 1958:338).
Bullen did not attempt to assign type names to any of the hafted bifaces he recovered.
Based on the photographs in his report, however, most may be categorized as Savannah
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River and Abbey hafted bifaces which are two of the most common types of Late
Archaic hafted bifaces in the Coastal Plain. Several reworked hafted end scrapers were
also excavated. Basal morphology in many instances can be attributed to either Savannah
River or Elora hafted bifaces prior to being broken and reworked into hafted end
scrapers. Botanical and faunal remains reported from the site include nuts, deer, turtle,
opossum, lynx, muskrat, beavers, snails, and mussels (Bullen 1958:339).
In addition to the J-5 site, Bullen also recorded and excavated J-18 which
provided valuable information regarding the Late Archaic in the interior Coastal Plain.
The J-18 or Tan Vat site was situated on a low rise on the eastern edge of Tan Vat pond
which Bullen interpreted as a relic channel of the Chattahoochee River (Bullen
1958:323). Bullen tested the site by excavating a trench in four-inch levels that was 10
feet wide and 50 feet long (Bullen 1958:323). Like that at the J-5 site, the Late Archaic
component at J-18 was represented by Orange Plain fiber-tempered pottery and soapstone
vessel sherds, though both were recovered in low numbers (Bullen 1958:324). A variety
of stone tools were also reported at J-18. They were described as scrapers, drills, and
utilized flakes. Hafted bifaces and other stone tools were also reported. Again, Bullen
did not attempt to place them into typological categories but based on the photographs
from his report, however, a majority of them can be categorized as Savannah River and
Elora hafted bifaces (Bullen 1958:357). A large pitted sandstone slab along with 26
broken quartz cobbles, one chert and four quartz hammer stones were also recovered
(Bullen 1958:224).
The first broad-scale archaeological surveys away from the major rivers in the
region were implemented by Steinen (1976), Fish and Fish (1976), and Fish and Mitchell
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(1976). The three projects varied in scope but each contributed valuable information
regarding details of Archaic land-use in the Dougherty Plain. Steinen’s (1976) project
was a county-wide reconnaissance survey of Early County, Georgia which was primarily
geared toward identifying and recording formative period sites in the vicinity of the
Kolomoki site, which has been interpreted as a major Middle Woodland ceremonial
center in the region. Even though a central goal of Steinen’s survey was to recover data
associated with the middle Woodland, he also recorded a number of what he referred to
as “preceramic” or Archaic sites. He made two observations concerning Late Archaic
land use in the area, the first being that “almost any, high, dry area between creeks will
have some evidence of an Archaic occupation” (Steinen 1976:71), and second, he noted
that Late Archaic hunter-gatherers had adapted their land use to open areas within the
Dougherty Plain (Steinen 1976:71). Combining data on both Archaic and formative
period land-use, Steinen (1976:73) developed a land-use model that emphasized the
broad-scale use of the uplands during the Archaic followed by a shift in the direction of
alluvial areas during the formative period which he attributed to an increased reliance on
horticulture.
Fish and Fish’s (1976) work in the Dry Creek watershed and Fish and Mitchell’s
(1976) study in the Big Slough watershed represent the earliest large systematic surveys
in southwest Georgia. Dry Creek is a tributary of the Flint River. Archaeological
surveys of both watersheds were precipitated by proposed channel improvement projects.
The Dry Creek project area covered portions of Seminole, Miller, and Early counties,
which are southwest of the Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey. The full extent of
the watershed lies entirely within the Dougherty Plain and is thus important to the
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Chickasawhatchee Survey project area given its close proximity. Fish and Fish (1976:2)
noted the occurrence of upland ponds with cypress and tupelo gum in the upper reaches
of the watershed. They also reported that Late Archaic sites were commonly associated
with these upland wetlands. Fish and Fish’s (1976) survey was significant for the time
due to its focus on interriverine areas which had previously received little attention from
archaeologists. Pursuing this strategy, they identified 119 sites, of which 71 could not be
organized chronologically because of a lack of diagnostic artifacts. Of the remaining
sites, thirty-three produced Archaic-style hafted bifaces while the final twelve were
ceramic age based on the recovery of ceramics or coeval projectile points (Fish and Fish
1976:9).
A second important development within the Dry Creek project was the authors’
advancement of site types based on the recovery of temporally sensitive hafted bifaces,
chipped stone tools, and debitage. This achievement was especially relevant in that
virtually no attempts had been previously made to decipher Late Archaic land-use in
Dougherty Plain portion of the interior Coastal Plain. Debitage was divided into flakes of
bifacial retouch, flakes of normal percussion, and formless debris (Fish and Fish 1976:7).
Tool categories consisted of chopper, plane, thin biface, thick biface, projectile point,
drill, and graver. A simple index of diversity was calculated to quantify divergent artifact
densities between sites (Fish and Fish 1976:7). This strategy was presumed to shed light
on the differing activities carried out at each site. For example, a high level of diversity
would represent a greater number of activities whole a lower level would indicate fewer
activities had been carried out at a particular locality (Fish and Fish 1976:9). Based on
this technique, the authors forwarded three primary site types for the Dry Creek
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watershed. Class I represented the material remains of special activity areas, Class II
sites were characterized as short-term camp sites, while Class III sites were held to be
permanent to semi-permanent habitation sites or base camps. All combined, the three site
types were believed to correspond to a pattern of seasonal resource procurement in which
resources were attained and processed at the same locations (Fish and Fish 1976:13)
Similar to the Dry Creek survey, Fish and Mitchell’s examination of the Big
Slough watershed also generated a considerable amount of new data related to Late
Archaic land-use. The Big Slough is a tributary of the Flint River and runs through Grady
and Mitchell counties, which are south of the Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey.
Fish and Mitchell divided the Big Slough project area along the Dougherty Plain and
Tifton uplands which is another major physiographic province of the interior Coastal
Plain. The Tifton uplands were directly to the east of the Big Slough project area and had
a reconstructed vegetation cover of pine interspersed within a wiregrass savannah (Fish
and Fish 1976:21). An upland solution escarpment marks the boundary of the Tifton
Upland in the Big Slough watershed. The boundary is easily distinguished from both the
Dougherty Plain and the Tifton Upland due to its greater topographic relief, which is also
bisected by streams, and presence of less numerous but deeper solution sinks compared to
the Dougherty Plain (Fish and Mitchell 1976:3).
The findings in the Big Slough watershed provided valuable insight into
prehistoric life in the interior Coastal Plain. Fish and Mitchell (1976) not only
demonstrated an intensive use of areas known for being forested in pine trees but also
that sites tended to commonly be located in upland areas. Prior to the survey, Late
Archaic upland use in the area was relatively unknown, though Fish and Mitchell
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(1976:11) discovered that the Big Slough actually experienced its most intensive use
during the Late Archaic. They recorded 89 sites all of which dated to the Late Archaic
based on the presence of 132 temporally sensitive hafted bifaces (Fish and Mitchell
1976:11). The most commonly encountered diagnostic hafted bifaces were the Savannah
River, Clay, and Wade types, all of which suggest a time range from 5000 to 4000 BP
(Fish and Mitchell 1976:14). They accounted for 89 of the 132 hafted bifaces recovered
during the survey (Fish and Mitchell 1976:14). Flakes and debitage were categorized
using the organizational strategy from the Dry Creek Survey. The same tool types were
also used from the Dry Creek Survey with the added criteria that artifacts had to display
signs of intentional retouch, pecking, or, grinding to be categorized as tools (Fish and
Mitchell 1976:13). ). Site types included loci of simple specialized activities, temporary
campsites or short-term base camps, and long-term base camps (Fish and Mitchell
1976:17). Specialized activity sites had no formal tools or only a single tool, while
temporary campsites and short-term base camps had evidence for a broader range of
activities such as hafted bifaces, choppers, thick bifaces, and a variety of scraper types
(Fish and Mitchell 1976:19). As implied by the name, long-term base camps would have
a broader range of tool types to infer an even greater number of activities.
Unlike the Dry Creek Survey, Fish and Mitchell (1976) not only developed site
types but also presented details pertaining to their occurrence across the broader
landscape. As a starting point, Fish and Mitchell (1976:21) argued that the high number
of recovered hafted bifaces suggested that Late Archaic activities in the Big Slough
watershed were primarily focused on hunting activities (Fish and Mitchell 1976:21).
With regard to the other physiography in the project area, a greater frequency of
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specialized activity sites were recorded in the upland areas of the solution escarpment
was higher than in any of the other physiographic regions covered in the Big Slough
Survey (Fish and Mitchell 1976:21). Fewer sites of all types were encountered in the
Dougherty Plain proper but a number of specialized activity sites were located along the
boundary between the Dougherty Plain and the Solution Escarpment (Fish and Mitchell
1976:21). The zone between the Dougherty Plain and the Solution Escarpment also had
the highest number (n = 10) of short-term camps than any of the other physiographic
provinces in the project area. The “closed canopy” of the pine forest and its suppression
of food resources were held up by the investigators as the primary reason behind the
lower incidence of sites in the Dougherty Plain. Fish and Mitchell (1976:21) also noted
the fewest number of specialized activity sites per square kilometer occurred along the
perimeter of the Big Slough. All factors combined, including the disparity between the
numbers of specialized activity sites, short-term and temporary base camps, and longterm camps, led the authors to suggest that Late Archaic sites recorded in the vicinity of
the Big Slough were part of a “broader but unknown territorial pattern” (Fish and
Mitchell 1976:22).
This review of findings from previous archaeological research in the vicinity of
the Chickasawhatchee project area provides a starting point by to examine the area’s
culture history and also evaluate patterns of local Late Archaic land-use. Artifacts related
to the Late Archaic culture history are represented in southwest Georgia by Savannah
River, Clay, Wade, Abbey, and Elora hafted bifaces. All combined, these temporally
sensitive diagnostic artifacts represent a time range of 4150 to 3000 BP (Whatley 2002).
While somewhat brief, this span of culture history also serves as a comparative body for
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the hafted bifaces recovered during the Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey. It also
exemplifies the dominance of Late Archaic occupation in the region. It also highlights
land use in upland areas far removed from riverine settings that have not been given full
consideration in previous studies. Much of the work associated with the earlier reservoir
projects was not conducive to locating Late Archaic sites and, given this limitation,
archaeologists had only a rudimentary conceptual framework to adequately place sites
within a broader context.
Fish and Mitchell’s (1976) attempt to place the Late Archaic sites recorded in the
Big Slough survey into a broader, yet “unidentified territorial round” was a fortuitous
approach to dealing with Archaic Period sites. Fish and Mitchell’s (1976) observed
pattern of upland use is particularly relevant to the discussion here, especially considering
that the predominant site type recorded was related to specialized activities. That
specialized activity sites were routinely recorded in the uplands supports the pattern of
these areas being used for hunting activities. Evidence illustrating the importance of
upland ponds in Late Archaic land use is also presented. While the focus of Steinen’s
(1975) survey was primarily concerned with locating Middle Woodland sites, his
discovery of Archaic sites in areas of higher elevation between creeks further confirms a
pattern of upland utilization during the Late Archaic in the interior Coastal Plain. His
acknowledgement that Late Archaic hunter-gatherers had adapted their land use to open
areas within the Dougherty Plain will also be relevant to the discussion of longleaf pinewiregrass fire management.
All previous archaeological work in the vicinity of the Chickasawhatchee
Archaeological survey combines to present a picture of wide-ranging Late Archaic land-
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use. The deeply buried Archaic sites reported in the riverine floodplains of the Flint and
Chattahoochee rivers (Bullen 1958; Kelly 1950), reflect the patterns expected for this
time period as espoused by river-centric settlement models (Stoltman 1974). Floodplains
are typically assumed to be resources rich and actively sought by hunter-gatherers
seeking food. Many Late Archaic land-use models are based on data from sites outside
the interior Coastal Plain. The pattern of upland activity as presented by Fish and Fish
(1976), Fish and Mitchell (1976), and Steinen (1975) runs counter to models that tend to
emphasize floodplains, though it may reflect a different pattern of land use than has been
previously considered, especially considering the importance of fire to prehistoric forest
cover in the interior Coastal Plain. Other than areas in direct proximity to the
Chickasawhatchee Swamp, no riverine flood plain areas were explored in the
Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey. In fact, most of the survey focused on upland
locales. Methods associated with research in these areas are the subject of the next
section.
Field Methods
Field methods consisted of opportunistic and systematic survey. Their application
varied by individual survey area based on vegetation cover and surface visibility. Some
areas had exposed ground surfaces because they were plowed for agriculture while others
were primarily forested in secondary growth longleaf pine for conservation or loblolly
and or slash pine that were destined for the pulp mill. Plowed areas with prepared crop
rows also made systematic survey feasible by providing regularly occurring rows that
were walked at evenly spaced 10 meter intervals. Opportunistic methods of survey were
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implemented in forested areas where dirt roads or randomly available areas with surface
visibility were examined for sites.
A Garmin GPXV hand-held GPS unit was used for all aspects of the survey work.
In addition to taking standard coordinate points, the GPS also had a track function that
took points on regular intervals to record distance and space covered. For the project,
tracks were taken and kept as records of areas surveyed. Tracks were downloaded at the
end of each working day and imported into a GIS program to create a map of areas
covered. This method was very useful in both types of survey because it provided a
visual record of where surveyors had been over the course of each day. Sites were also
recorded using the GPS. Individual points were taken at smaller sites while larger sites
were outlined using the track function. Dirt roads were sometimes examined in forested
areas that otherwise lacked adequate surface visibility. Following the conclusion of
fieldwork, all lithic artifacts were washed, analyzed, and categorized based on the criteria
outlined in the next chapter. Individual survey areas are discussed in the subsections that
follow.
Individual Survey Areas
The separate survey areas within the Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey
are unique topographically, in their general elevation, and in their relationship to standing
water. Each survey area is decribed separately in the following subsections. Final
conclusions regarding land use in the project area will be divided into uplands and
lowlands based on individual survey areas.
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Chickasawhatchee WMA
The Chickasawhatchee Wildlife Management area (Figure 3-2) is located in
Calhoun, Dougherty and Baker counties in the central portion of the Dougherty Plain. It
covers 19,700 acres and encompasses a large portion of the Chickasawhatchee swamp.
Elevation in this survey area ranges from 76.2 meters above sea level at its highest points
and 45.72 meters at its lowest.

Figure 3-2. Chickasawhatchee Survey Area.
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Vegetation cover consists of bottomland hardwoods and pine uplands. Because of
a lack of large areas of open ground, survey of the Chickasawhatchee WMA consisted of
walking dirt roads and inspecting food plots for hunting. While not the most optimal
conditions, both the roads and food plots crossed a variety of landform types at multiple
elevations thus providing a worthy representative sample.
A landform within the Chickasawhatchee WMA known as the Mountain was
surveyed by a field crew from West Georgia College in the late 1970s when it was
discovered that the site was being looted. The landform had been recently clear cut so a
series of dog leash surveys were implemented across it. The results of the survey were
never reported and the artifacts have since been curated at the Antonio J. Waring, Jr.
Laboratory of Archaeology at the State University of West Georgia in Carrolton,
Georgia. I borrowed the artifacts to analyze and incorporate the results into the larger
database of the Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey.
The Jones Center at Ichuaway
Ichuaway is a privately owned 29,000 acre outdoor laboratory dedicated to the
ecological study of the longleaf pine forest (Figure 3-3). At present, much of the forest
cover consists of grassland habitats, with the remainder consisting of agricultural fields,
wetlands, and riparian hardwood hammocks. Overall elevation on the property ranges
from highs of 64.31 m to lows of 26.52 m. Agricultural fields comprise only a small
portion of Ichuaway. Additionally, survey of the property took place in the summer
when planted crops were in the fields, which made for poor surface visibility and only
limited access. The lack of plowed arable land at Ichuaway was offset by roughly 50
miles of sandy maintenance roads. Ichuaway’s maintenance roads are divided into
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primary, secondary, and tertiary roads. As implied by the names, primary roads receive
much more vehicle traffic than secondary and tertiary roads and require more routine
maintenance. All of the roads on Ichuaway are located on the natural ground surface
which is generally composed of sandy soils. No gravel or riprap is laid down to create a
road bed. There is limited erosion in hillier areas but for the most part sites can be easily
discovered and delineated by recording artifacts on the road surface or in thinly vegetated
areas along side it. Secondary and tertiary roads were especially useful in this regard
because they are only cut with a bush hog periodically to keep them from becoming
overgrown. Like the Chickasawhatchee WMA, Ichuaway’s roads cross over both upland
and lowland areas of the property and thus provide a good representative sample off all of
the landforms in the survey area. In addition to the artifacts recovered during the field
survey of Ichuaway, a private collection belonging to Roger Birkhead was analyzed and
incorporated into the project database. Birkhead was an intern at the Jones Center for
five years in the late 1990s. He collected artifacts on the property during his time there.
Fortunately, he had the wherewithal to thoroughly document the locations where he
recovered the artifacts. He donated a sizable portion of his collection, consisting mostly
of pottery and debitage, to the Jones Center upon his departure to attend graduate school
at Auburn University. He took all the diagnostic hafted bifaces, the remainder of his
collection, from the property with him when he moved to Alabama. I visited Roger
during the spring of 2007 to document his collection. It consisted primarily of Late
Archaic hafted bifaces, which proved useful to this study.
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Figure 3-3. Ichuaway Survey Area.
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Sudderth Farms
Sudderth Farms (Figure 3-4) is a small, privately owned farm located in the
northeastern corner of Calhoun County along the central western edge of the Dougherty
Plain. There is a large wetland along its eastern and southern edges in addition several
smaller upland ponds directly in the survey area. Elevations range from 100.58 m in
higher areas to 78.94 m at its lowest point. As a farm, it is actively plowed and there is
little surface vegetation to hinder visibility. The area was surveyed in the late spring just
prior to planting so surface visibility was amenable to high intensive survey. Fields were
walked at evenly paced 10-m intervals to locate and record archaeological sites.
Magnolia Plantation High
Magnolia Plantation (Figure 3-5) is an industrial style farm located in east-central
Calhoun County near the border with Dougherty County in the northern most portion of
the central Dougherty Plain. It has the highest elevation in the Chickasawhatchee
Archaeological Survey. The area’s highest elevation ranks at 158.49 m while its lowest
point is 109.73 m. There is also a large wetland that lies along the survey area’s eastern
edge. Smaller ponds are interspersed within the survey area. Open fields at Magnolia
were amenable to full coverage systematic survey. Transects were paced across the fields
at 10-m intervals.
Red Bluff Plantation
Red Bluff Plantation (Figure 3-6) is a hunting plantation in northern Baker
County in the central portion of the Dougherty Plain. It shares a conterminous boundary
on the southeastern edge of the Chickasawhatchee Wildlife Management area and
encompasses a large number of wetlands due to its close proximity with the
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Figure 3-4. Sudderth Farm Survey Area.
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Figure 3-5. Magnolia Plantation Survey Area.
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Figure 3-6. Red Bluff Plantation Survey Area.
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Chickasawhatchee Swamp. Elevation levels range from highs of 76.20 m to lows of
45.72 m. Because this area is primarily used for modern hunting survey consisted of the
examination of dirt road surfaces and small feed plots for deer and other wildlife.
Bermuda Plantation
Bermuda Plantation is a privately owned agricultural plantation located in
southeastern Calhoun County (Figure 3-7). It is just to the southwest of the Keel Creek
Preserve. Elevations on the property run from a high of 66.14 m to 54.86 m in lower
areas. The survey area consisted of two “rows” north to south trending linear lines of
round fields. An area interspersed with small wetlands lies between the two lines.
Keel Creek Preserve
The Keel Creek preserve is a privately owned that sits on the southwestern corner
of the Chickasawhatchee WMA (Figure 3-8). It is primarily forested in pine trees and
interspersed with small upland wetlands. Hardwood species do occur on the property but
they are primarily confined to areas of lower elevation. Elevation ranges from a high of
67.06 m to a low 53.34 m. The property is managed for timber harvests and also
conservation with the long term goal of reforesting the area in longleaf pine. As a result,
much of the property is forested and there were few open areas to examine besides dirt
roads, firebreaks, and food plots.
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Figure 3-7. Bermuda Plantation Survey Area.
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Figure 3-8. Keel Creek Preserve Survey Area.
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Elmodel WMA
The Elmodel Wildlife Management Ares is a 7000 acre state owned wildlife
preserve in central Baker County, an area that is the central portion of the Dougherty
Plain (Figure 3-9). It had previously been an active farm prior to being acquired by the
state. Several large fields were inspected for sites. Long term management plans for the
Elmodel call for encouraging the planting and regrowth of longleaf pine forest in upland
areas. Much of the property is routinely cut and plowed to help implement this plan. As
a result, survey conditions were optimal for survey. The Elmodel also encompasses the
confluence of the Chickasawhatchee and Ichuaway Nochoway creeks. There are also a
number of upland wetlands on the property. Its highest point of elevation measures
located 57.91 m while lower elevations fall to 42.67 m.
Locke Farms
Locke farms is a small privately owned farm in southeastern Terrell County, an
area that lies just outside the western boundary of the Dougherty Plain (Figure 3-10).
Elevations on the property run from a high of 100.58 m to a low of 78.94 m. The area
fortuitously rests between a series of upland wetlands. Two large wetlands are just off its
eastern edge while several smaller ones lie close to the west.
Ken Sanders
Ken Sanders is a small privately owned farm just outside the northwestern
boundary of the Elmodel WMA in central Baker County (Figure 3-11). It is primarily an
upland area with few upland wetlands directly within the area surveyed, though there is a
single pond located about 300 meters to the east. There are however, a number of ponds
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Figure 3-9. Elmodel WMA Survey Area.
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Figure 3-10. Locke Farms Survey Area.
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Figure 3-11. Ken Saunders Survey Area.
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in the northern portion of the Elmodel which would have likely affected land use in the
area enclosed by Ken Sanders.
Preliminary Results of Survey
A total of 738 archaeological components were recorded during the
Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey. Of those, 446 have components believed to
date to the Archaic Period, and, of these, 143 are definitively Late Archaic in age, based
on presence of diagnostic hafted bifaces. Most of the sites with Archaic components may
be characterized as “lithic scatters,” consisting of stone tools and the debitage left behind
from their production and maintenance.
Following fieldwork, all artifacts were bagged and boxed up for transport back to
the Laboratory of Southeastern Archaeology at the University of Florida. There at the lab
they were washed, sorted, and analyzed. They were later entered into an Access database
along with locational coordinates to facilitate a thorough examination of where particular
artifact types are generally occurring across the landscape. The attributes measured
during the initial analysis, their significance, and the steps taken to examine Late Archaic
land use in the interior Coastal will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
THE MATERIALITY OF HUNTER-GATHERER LANDSCAPES:
STONE TOOL ANALYSIS, DISTRIBUTION, AND LANDSCAPE COVER
Archaeological sites recorded during the fieldwork portion of the
Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey span the entire temporal spectrum from the
Paleoindian through Historic periods. Late Archaic sites, however, were the most
commonly encountered and thus provide an opportunity to quantify artifacts from them
and evaluate the extent of land-use practices of people who lived in the area during this
time. Most of the Late Archaic sites may be characterized as “lithic scatter,” consisting
of stone tools and the debitage left from their production and maintenance. Sites often
drastically differed in size from five to ten meters in diameter to larger areas upwards of
200 m across. Recovered stone tools from the recorded sites represented several forms of
hafted and unhafted bifaces, as well as unifaces, hammerstones, and grinding stones,
which stand as the material remains of distinctive tool-using activities. Uses of these
tools likely included a number of activities such as butchering animals, scraping hides,
processing plant food resources, or producing and repairing stone implements. A close
inspection of them will certainly reveal details of their individual use lives but when
contextualized within a broader collection they have the greater potential to reveal
intricate components of the land-use systems in which they were a part.
Inferring Late Archaic land-use patterns from these sites will involve developing
meaningful site categories that accurately encompass the range of activities based on the
stone tools and debris they contain. As a final product, I hope to develop a model of
land-use that not only interprets the recorded sites in relation to each other but also relates
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them to the broader landscape-level ecology of the interior Coastal Plain, and, ultimately,
the anthropogenic actions that rendered the landscape suited to sustained settlement.
Material Residues and Interpretations of Hunter-Gatherer Land Use
The analysis of stone tools relative to their distribution within a larger landscape
has been approached from a number of temporal, spatial, and geographic perspectives.
This subject relates to both the study of materials from prehistoric sites and also the
ethnoarchaeological examination of activity areas created by contemporary living groups
of hunter-gatherers. As the field of archaeology began to take on a more scientific bent
in the early 1960s, archaeologists became more interested in artifacts as a means to
interpret past behavior rather than just serving as temporal markers, but were also
believed to be reflective of the behaviors that were carried out at particular localities
(Binford and Binford 1966; Bordes 1961; Schiffer 1976). With time, as more
ethnoarchaeological research came to the forefront, this emphasis on site activities was
greatly expanded. No longer were individual sites simply seen as places to be studied to
gain insight into past human behavior but rather as parts of a much greater systems of
land use (Binford 1977, 1978, 1979; Yellen 1977).
Binford (1980) generalized patterned variation observed in land-use (or
settlement-subsistence) strategies among hunter-gatherers in his “forager-collector”
model. Binford argued that variations in the frequency and structure of settlement
moves and associated foraging practices are best understood as adaptations to effective
temperature of a given region of the world, particularly as it determined the time-apce
variations of biotic resources of economic value to humans. For example, he posited that
foraging was a more conducive procurement strategy for people living in high- to
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moderate temperate regimes with little variability in the distribution of resources across
space and through time. Sites of residence were established at locations of food, and then
relocated to a new location as the source of food had dropped below the point of
diminishing returns. Because foragers were believed to pursue resources on an
"encounter" basis, they were not expected to leave behind functionally specific sites
related to their activities (Binford 1980:5-10). The material remains from this type of
land-use were predicted to result in a somewhat continuous spatial distribution of similar
occupations (Binford 1980:7).
This contrasted with collector land-use which was expected to leave behind
clustered distributions of both base camps and stations from a strategy entailing logistical
procurement of resources from a central base. Collector strategies are expected to exist
whenever there are marked variations in the time-space distribution of resources.
Whereas environments of low effective temperature tend to support heterogenic resource
structure, Binford noted that any conditions that prevent a group for relocating residential
bases will lead to a collector strategy of land use.
From a technological perspective, tool kits were expected to vary with land-use
strategy and thus serve as an archaeological proxy for mobility, settlement range, and
resource procurement (Binford 1980; Shott 1986). It was posited, for instance, that
forager toolkits would be less diverse, less formalized, less specialized, and more
expedient, than those of collectors. Sassaman et al. (1990) illustrate this point in their
discussion of sites in the Middle Savannah River valley of the Southeast. They posited
that collector technology should be formal, portable, efficient, anticipatory, and oriented
toward specific tasks which contrasts with the more situational and generalized strategies
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of foragers (Sassaman et al.1990:221-222). Sites left by collectors should reflect this
diversity with residential bases, locations, field camps, stations, and caches being
spatially arranged based on their relationship to diverse resource patches (Binford
1980:12).
With regard to the material residues created by the activities of both foragers and
collectors, Binford (1980:12) was quick to point out that the two land-use strategy were
not mutually exclusive, but, as a model, represented a spectrum of approaches to land use
that ranged from simple to complex. Rarely have archaeologists acknowledged that a
land-use strategy incorporated both forager and collector aspects in the seasonal round.
The chief exception is the model posited by Anderson and Hanson (1988) for Early
Archaic land use in the Savannah River valley, in which they argued that both strategies
were used in response to seasonal changes and physiographic contrasts within basin-wide
mobility ranges.
The underlying inferential value of Binford’s model is that intersite variability
can be expected when a large number of different activities took place across different
locations with tools that were differentially designed, manufactured, used, and discarded,
in response to their intended roles in a total settlement-subsistence system (Binford
1979:271). This should be further reflected in the distinctive places on the landscape
where tools are recovered by archaeologists.
As a cautionary note, distinguishing among site types, such as collector bases and
short-term procurement camps, may be problematical. Because mobile groups will
periodically shift their ranges in ways that restructure the time-space relationship among
resources, sites may be reoccupied by the same people but serve different purposes
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(Binford 1982:10). For example, a longer-term occupational area initially in the center of
a range may later fall on its outer periphery when a group adapts its settlement pattern to
incorporate unexploited areas outside its original range. Rather than the number of
diverse activities taking place as would be expected of materials recovered from a site
previously used as a base camp, a new series of shorter-term tasks would replace them.
Consequentially, the overall density of archaeological materials at the site would increase
even though the activities related to their deposition would be quite different.
Differentiating between these land-use strategies may be more easily accomplished in a
stratified situation but they are still useful in surface contexts if certain diagnostic
artifacts are present. Shorter-term activities such as routine tool maintenance leave
behind a narrower range of artifacts such as flakes but areas that are inhabited for much
longer periods of time will reveal material residues of a greater diversity of activities.
Despite these potential drawbacks, much of the early work conducted by Binford and
others to infer behaviors from the material remains of past hunter-gatherers has been
highly influential among members of the southeastern archaeological community.
Previous Applications in the Southeast
The common occurrence of lithic scatters recorded during the Chickasawhatchee
Archaeological Survey is similar to earlier findings farther to the north in the Piedmont of
Georgia and South Carolina during the mid 1980s when archaeologists relied heavily on
the forager/collector dichotomy in analyses of artifact assemblages. An outstanding
problem during this time was related to understanding the nearly ubiquitous occurrence
of quartz lithic scatters (Canouts and Goodyear 1985:180). They were accurately
characterized as being relatively small in size and lacking significant levels of
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stratigraphy due to natural deposition processes in the uplands coupled with erosion
stemming from many years of inefficient farming methods during the historic period.
Many were often ignored outright as having little to offer in the way of research potential
(Canouts and Goodyear 1985:180). Given their extensive geographic distribution they
were commonly defined as “limited activity sites” that represented the remains of
resource exploitation or other distinctive functions such as hunting, nut-gathering, or
lithic material acquisition areas (Canouts and Goodyear 1985:185; Goodyear et al.1979).
Artifacts recovered from these sites were usually found on the surface or in shallow plow
zone deposits and assemblages reportedly consisted of small thinning flakes to whole and
broken bifaces, which correspond with the varying stages of stone tool production such as
resharpening, breakage, and discard (Canouts and Goodyear 1985:186). One of the
primary issues stemming from this research problem was the apparent absence of any
recognizable patterning in the location of sites (Goodyear et al. 1979:255-261). They
were seemingly recorded anywhere and everywhere regardless of spatial or locational
attributes such as slope, elevation, or topography. House and Ballenger (1976) took this
observation a step further in their analysis of site distribution in relation to streams where
they concluded that there was little correlation between the internal composition of sites
and their relationship to local area streams of varying sizes.
Problems associated with adequately defining the spatial and locational
occurrence of the sites discussed above also directly relates to the difficulty of
understanding the patterns of Middle Archaic land use in the both the Piedmont and
Coastal Plain physiographic provinces. Archaeologists have long recognized a dramatic
increase in the number of sites in the Piedmont that date to this time period, a pattern that
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also coincides with a near absence of similar sites to the south in the interior Coastal
Plain (Blanton and Sassaman 1989; Canouts and Goodyear 1985; Sassaman 1991;
Stoltman 1974). Explanations for these divergent distributions of sites include changes in
the environment, resistance to social obligation, and a general decrease in population or
"abandonment" of the Coastal Plain (Anderson 1991; Blanton and Sassaman 1989;
Faught and Carter 1998; Sassaman 1991). Most notable for the discussion here is the
characterization of Middle Archaic groups in the Piedmont as pursuing a foraging
strategy of resource procurement based on recovered artifact assemblages that were
generally identified as small, low-density scatters. Tools associated with these sites are
technologically redundant with little differences in density or diversity between sites
(Blanton and Sassaman 1989:53; Sassaman 1991). Sassaman (1991:31) notes that
Piedmont Middle Archaic tools fall within four general classes; hafted bifaces, other
bifaces, unifaces, and utilized flakes with debitage occurring as thinning flakes, other
flakes, and chunks. Though much of the discussion in this paragraph is focused on the
Middle Archaic it is nonetheless relevant for the broader issue of understanding Late
Archaic land use in the interior Coastal Plain given that archaeologists interested in this
research problem have relied on stone tool assemblages to develop sociocultural
categories for prehistoric hunter-gatherers.
Assemblage redundancy has also been forwarded as the primary evidence that the
people who produced them were foragers who moved as an entire residential unit from
camp to camp rather than using a system of base and logistical camps. Arguments for
this type of strategy have been predicated largely on the homogenous forest cover in the
Piedmont during the mid-Holocene (Blanton and Sassaman 1989; Sassaman 1991).
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Resources were fairly evenly spaced and predictable so they could be easily exploited as
opposed to the patchy, heterogeneous resource base in the Coastal Plain (Sassaman
1991:36).
In their discussion of Late Archaic land use in the middle Savannah River Valley,
Sassaman et al. (1991) recognized three distinct types of lithic assemblages. They were
noted as biface production areas, larger sites with a greater diversity of tool forms located
on terraces relatively close to the Savannah River, and lower density remains located
along upland tributaries (Sassaman et al. 1991:311). Based on the materials recovered
from these site types, Sassaman et al. (1991:314) presented a hypothesis for Late Archaic
land use which focused on a series of lowland aggregation camps that were occupied by
several groups on a seasonal basis prior to dispersing into the uplands. Much of the
evidence for multi-household aggregation sites was based on the occurrence of high
levels of seasonally available food resources during the spring such as migrating sturgeon
which are large in size and could be taken in great numbers. As opposed to relying on
the forager/collector categories as proposed by Binford (1980), Sassaman and his
colleagues instead developed aggregation and dispersed settlement categories to account
for hunter-gatherer land use during the Late Archaic. Regardless, their arguments are
still predicated heavily on recovered stone tools, the debitage left over from their
production, and other exotic lithic materials such as soapstone.
While the sorts of sites and assemblages discussed above are similar to many
recorded during the survey work in southwest Georgia, a notable difference may lie in the
ecological differences between the Piedmont and interior Coastal Plain. Most important
is the discrepancy in forest cover between the two regions. The Piedmont consists
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primarily of mixed hardwood and southern pine forests, which contrasts with areas to the
south which prehistorically would have been predominantly forested in longleaf pine and
wiregrass, particularly in upland areas (Earley 2004). As previously discussed, this forest
regime is often referred to as a "fire forest" given its predilection for regular, lowintensity fires that ensure forest health, maintenance, and longevity (Earley 2004; Pyne
1982). Rather than just viewing sites in the Coastal Plain from strictly the perspective of
their proximity to resource areas such as streams or rivers it may also prove useful to
examine their spatial occurrence in their relationship to landscape patches. In this
instance, patches include “upland” areas that would have been forested in longleaf pine
and wiregrass, along with depressional wetlands which together would have created a
patchwork mosaic of ecotones with higher levels of biodiversity. While sites will
certainly occur in areas where there are plentiful aquatic resources they should also be
located in upland locales where people could potentially take advantage of an area's
unique resource base.
This type of site distribution may be similar to the findings of John Keller (1982)
based on archaeological work in the Coastal Plain uplands of Louisiana and east Texas in
which he made a connection between the occurrence of lithic scatters and upland areas
located in pine forests. His work was unique in this regard because he was an early
proponent of relating lithic scatters with particular types of landscape cover. Many of the
conclusions drawn by Keller (1982) were based on the recovery of small, homogenous,
low-density lithic scatters recovered in interriverine areas of the interior Coastal Plain.
As opposed to larger base camp sites in riverine settings, these upland sites were quite
small and lacked much internal variability (Keller 1982:40). Keller did not attempt to
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differentiate between scatters but he did notice some minor potential preferences such as
a decrease in evidence of for heat-treating of materials recovered in the uplands and a
slight tendency for site locations to occur on finger ridges that extended into lowland
areas. It spite of these observations he was still quick to point out that the overall
distribution was for the most part unpredictable (Keller 1982:42). Even though sites
contained abundant lithic artifacts, most artifacts were debitage, while hafted tool forms
and utilized flakes comprised only minor parts of assemblages. The methodology to deal
with these sites was principally concerned with establishing a functional relationship
between the attributes of recovered materials and specific behavioral activities.
Conclusions from Keller's study emphasized that flake production was the primary goal
of tool production, which was geared towards butchering animals such as deer, turkey,
and quail, all commonly found in upland localities. In this capacity the sites likely
represented the remains of single butchering events (Keller 1982:40). Evidence in
support of this hypothesis was found in the edge angles of many flakes, which Keller
considered to be conducive to butchering activities. It bears mentioning that Keller
attempted to incorporate ecological elements of the longleaf pine forests in which they
were located into his model of land use, particularly the potential relationship between
people and the perpetuation of the “fire forest.”
Much of this chapter's discussion thus far has focused on the occurrence of lithic
scatters and the problems they have presented for archaeologists attempting to accurately
interpret them. As has been shown, researchers have tended to emphasize various aspects
of hunter-gatherer lifestyles such as sociocultural organization based on the composition
of landscape cover and degree of mobility. What is often overlooked in these pursuits is
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the understanding that landscape cover can be highly localized and that people can play a
significant role in the broad-scale distribution of plant and animal species. A primary
goal in pursuing this line is the development of a model of land use that will not just
highlight the internal variability and locational attributes of the recorded sites but also
relate them to the greater ecological components of the longleaf pine forests of the
interior Coastal Plain.
Beyond Foragers and Collectors:
Incorporating Historical Ecology into Hunter-Gatherer Land Use
Many of the models of land use discussed above are based heavily on the early
ideas of Binford and others, particularly regarding the dichotomy of foragers and
collectors. While this work has been instrumental in the development of a greater
understanding of prehistoric land use related to hunter-gatherers, they fall short in their
overall characterization of people and their relationship to the environment. A number of
factors are involved in this problem such as the origins of the “Archaic Period” in general
and it’s initial emphasis on people “mapping on” to the environment and adapting to it
(Caldwell 1958). Culture was further viewed as an adaptive technique for people dealing
with environmental strife during the era of the Processual or New Archaeology of the
1960s and 1970s, when it was held up as the human species’ primary means of
adaptation. Rather than simply relying on independent invention, diffusion, or
population movements to account for culture change during the cultural historical
paradigm of American archaeology, the environment was swapped as the primary driver
for culture change. In many instances the environment is inadvertently cast as a static
backdrop against which human culture plays out. Changes in cultural activities have
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traditionally been interpreted as coinciding with changes in the environment. Taking
more of a historical ecological perspective here I hope to recast prehistoric huntergatherers in the interior Coastal Plain as actively engaging their surroundings and in
many instances having a significant influence in shaping them.
Early criticism of Binford’s (1980) land-use model focused on its lack of
emphasis regarding relations among different social groups occupying the same
landscape. (Weissner 1982), for example, countered that while food resources certainly
played a central role in seasonal movements, they were also influenced by the
relationships between people. Other shortcomings, as are emphasized stem from his lack
of attention given to the ability of hunter-gatherers to shape the landscapes in which they
live. This position was not restricted to Binford. In his discussion of environmental
features within the Kalahari Desert region as experienced by the Dobe' Kung, Yellen
(1977) identifies the occurrence of small, shallow, seasonal pans that fill with water
during periods of high rain. He also mentions the !Kung practice of starting late summer
fires to encourage the growth of new grass around them (Yellen 1977:34). Even though
Yellen was of the opinion that material remains provide an exact reflection of the system
of which they were a part, he did not consider the relationship of site location to
landscape cover except vaguely in his discussion of seasonal camps. The lack of
attention paid to hunter-gatherer landscape modification in early land-use models is likely
a consequence of the harsh, marginalized environments of modern groups. The frozen
landscape of the arctic, for example, where many ethnographic observations have been
made, presents little opportunity beyond local impacts for people living there.
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Application in the Analysis of Recovered Materials From the
Chickasawhatchee Archaeological Survey
As a starting point for the research presented here, I accept that sites recorded in
the Chickasawhatchee and Ichuaway-Nochaway creek drainages are only a partial
refection of the activities that were carried out at these various locations prehistorically.
Because stone tools and debitage were the only materials recovered they merely represent
a small portion of overall site function as there were also likely organic media that did not
preserve. Secondly, because most of the materials presented here were recovered from
surface contexts their utility is somewhat limited. Site density, for example, is difficult to
assess and quantify because there is little in the way of horizontal or temporal control
beyond the presence or absence of diagnostic artifacts. As was discussed above,
settlement pattern strategies can be shifted to counter decreases in resource availability.
Based on this reality, a site that once served as a longer term habitation area can later
become the locus of shorter occupations and a series of different activities. This type of
change can dramatically affect the overall assemblage composition and density of a site.
Keeping such analytical biases in mind, I am interested in examining the spatial
relationship between certain diagnostic materials and natural features such as rivers,
ponds, streams, and upland patches. What people doing at sites associated with natural
features and interassemblage differences among such sites should be reflected in the
types and proportions of lithic artifacts. Understanding site activities on a site by site
basis will be determined by the types of artifacts recovered from them, such as hafted
bifaces, unhafted bifaces, flakes and other debitage, cores, hammerstones, and grinding
stones.
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Hafted bifaces are the most diagnostic artifact type recovered during this project.
Made from chipped stone, they are comprised of two elements, the blade which is the
working portion of the tool, and the haft element used to affix the tool to a handle or shaft
(Andrefsky 1998:21). The latter is considered to be temporally sensitive since they have
been observed to change through time based on their recovery from in-situ stratified
contexts (e.g., Coe 1964). Late Archaic hafted bifaces are noted for their usually broad
stems and blades which are hallmarks of the period (Bense 1994:85). Hafted bifaces may
also be placed within a broader realm with bifaces known as formal and expedient
technologies. As implied by the names, formal tools are those that require a great amount
of effort in their production and expedient tools are those that do not (Andrefsky
1998:30). Hafted stone tools recorded during this project were analyzed based on their
overall size, shape, degree of completeness, breakage patterns, heat treatment, and the
temporal sensitivity of their intact hafting elements.
While not being as temporally sensitive as hafted bifaces, unhafted bifaces are
unique in their own right since they may be used as tools but they also can be relied on as
a source of flakes. Several prominent lithic specialists have commented on the long-term
production of stone tools (Andrefsky 1998; Binford 1979; Kelly 1988). Kelly (1988:718)
in particular notes that bifaces are flake or core blanks that have been reduced from either
face using percussion to produce a bifacial cutting edge. Taking this as a starting point,
hafted and unhafted bifaces fit into a trajectory which consists of a series of five stages of
production (Andrefsky 1998:31). Earlier stage tools are useful as choppers or otherwise
heavy maintenance tools given their robust size. They can be resharpened as they
become dull with the subsequent flakes also being used as cutting tools. As they become
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progressively thinner from continued sharpening, their basal areas may be worked into
hafting elements for placement in a handle (Andrefsky 1998:30).
Following Fish and Fish (1976), it may also prove fruitful to examine the spatial
occurrence of thick and thin unhafted bifaces, especially if they were potentially being
used as cores. Thicker ones may be more apt to be recovered from areas where people
were spending longer periods of times versus thinner ones, which would have a narrower
cutting edge,making them more efficient for cutting or butchering.
Flakes may be divided along two lines, they can be byproducts of the production
of stone tools and they can also be used as simple cutting tools for short-term tasks.
Recovered flakes from the Ichuaway-Nochaway and Chickasawhatchee creek surveys
were analyzed for their size, whether or not they were heat treated, and whether they
were whole, or were the proximal or distal portions of the original flake. This analytical
scheme is a variation on the theme originally presented by Sullivan and Rozen (1985).
While their original study has been criticized heavily due to problems of replicating some
of their analytical categories through experimental archaeology, it is still held in high
esteem given its emphasis on typological categories for debitage as opposed to taking an
attribute based approach (Andrefsky 1998:111; Shott 1994). As implied by the name,
whole flakes are those that have their proximal, medial, and distal sections intact. A
proximal flake refers to a flake fragment in which the striking platform and bulb of
percussion is still present (Andrefsky 1998:88). In contrast, a distal flake is missing its
bulb and striking platform. Whole and proximal flakes were noted for whether they had a
lipped or unlipped bulb. Lipped bulbs are more likely to be indicative of being removed
from bifaces or bifacial cores where as unlipped flakes are more likely to have been
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removed from amorphous cores (Odell 2004:121; Shott 1994:78; Sullivan and Rozen
1985:758).
Cores are non-bifacial tools that were used as a source of flakes to be
subsequently used as or further made into tools (Andrefsky 1998:80). There are a
number of types of formal core types such us unidirectional, multidirectional, bipolar,
and amorphous which have been recognized by archaeologists working in divergent
contexts around the globe. Cores recovered from the field were measured for their
dimensional characteristics such as maximum length, width, and thickness. They are an
interesting find considering the density of natural chert sources in the Doughtery Plain.
In addition to being a source of raw material they may also have been used as cutting or
chopping tools so their locational attributes are as noteworthy as their physical
characteristics (Andrefsky 1998:80).
Hammerstones are used to detach flakes from cores and bifaces in hard-hammer
percussion (Andrefsky 1998:11). Several hammerstones were recovered over the course
of this project. All of the recorded hammerstones are river cobbles. Evidence that they
were used as hammerstones comes from the distinctive wear patterns on their elongated
edges. Continued use has a tendency to remove the outer river worn cortex to reveal the
inner quartzite interior. With regard to analysis, all hammerstones were examined for
their overall size dimensions and presence or absence of wear. Some of the cobbles were
small and were unlikely to have been useful as hammerstones. Therefore the overall
analysis of their distribution will focus on their presence or absence at sites coupled with
whether they have surface wear. While not used as hammerstones, smaller stones were
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still transported to these interriverine areas, potentially during later periods for the
purpose of burnishing pottery.
Besides being used as hammerstones, river cobbles may also be used for grinding
stones. A number of these stones were also recorded over the course of the project.
These stones were likely used to grind up plant foods and potentially hard seeds so they
could be more easily consumed. This process usually requires grinding one stone against
another to achieve the desired effect of wearing down resistant hulls and cellular
structures. Tools of this sort are often recovered from archaeological contexts in pairs
and referred to by a number of descriptors such as manos and metates, millstones, and
nutting stones (Odell 2004:79). As opposed to hammerstones, which tend to have
significant amounts of wear on their edges, grinding stones have pronounced areas of
surface wear on one or both faces. Similar to the way the recorded hammerstones were
analyzed above, grinding stones were measured for their overall size dimensions and
their presence or absence will be utilized to quantify the broader-scale analysis of site
distributions. Combined, the entire list of artifact types will be examined based on the
discussed attributes in order to determine aspects of past land use. The boundaries of
which are the topic of the following section.
Parameters for the Development of Categories of Hunter-Gatherer Activity Areas
The development of categories of hunter-gatherer activity areas will be based on a
number of variables related to the production, maintenance, and use of stone tools. Stone
tools used as a descriptive term here encompasses all hafted bifaces, bifaces, flakes,
hammerstones, and grinding stones. As was previously mentioned they mark the only
existing material remains left on any of the sites recorded during the project. Many
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activities may be inferred from them based on their relationship to other materials
recovered from any particular site. For example, large numbers of flakes found in
association with other forms of debitage along with exhausted and failed bifaces may be
indicative of a retooling area. As a starting point, I will begin with a number of queries
related to recovered flakes. Using this as a foundation I will then create categories to
represent the range of activities undertaken by prehistoric hunter-gatherers who inhabited
portions of the interior Coastal Plain. The goal of this undertaking is too divide artifacts
into classes based on their locational recovery and their association with other artifacts
and overlaying that with landscape-level vegetation coverage.
Flakes and debitage stand as outstanding markers for the activity of producing or
maintaining stone tools. For the purpose of study here I will examine the size of flakes
relative to location following Kelly (1988:721). In his discussion of flake type
distributions, Kelly (1988) outlined his argument for the initial production of bifaces in
residential areas which were later used as cores at logistical sites. Archaeological
evidence for this distribution should occur in residential sites having large numbers
utilized biface-reduction flakes, whereas logistical sites would have much fewer
examples of this artifact type. Virtually no utilized flakes were recorded during the
survey which may result from the common occurrence of natural chert outcrops in the
project area. Even though few utilized flakes were noted, Kelly's (1988) argument may
still be valid if overall flake size is considered. The distribution of flakes by size may
lend insight into aspects of overall land-use since larger flakes may be indicative of
earlier stages of biface production where as smaller flakes may be more reflective of tool
maintenance and therefore take place in areas where people were spending less amounts
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of time or at least were focusing on specific activities. Following this line of reasoning,
flake size and location may be reflective of the overall activities taking place at an
individual locality such as larger flakes being recovered at “quarries” and/or habitation
sites while smaller ones will occur at special-activity areas. Larger flakes would be more
likely to occur during the initial phases of tool production while smaller flakes are likely
to result from resharpening and maintenance.
The spatial occurrence of flakes by size will be accentuated by an examination of
the distribution of whole and proximal lipped flakes, which sites have the highest
frequencies of them, and where they are located within the broader landscape. Like the
use of other categories, this one may be indicative of areas where people were strictly
performing maintenance level activities regarding stone tools as opposed to outright tool
production especially if the lipped flakes tend to be small in size. As previously
mentioned, lipped flakes are more likely to result from bifacial thinning as opposed to
unlipped flakes which are greater evidence for core reduction (Odell 2004:121; Shott
1994: 78; Sullivan and Rozen 1985:758). Taking this a step further, a lower frequency of
lipped flakes may be indicative of specialized activity areas where people would have
primarily been maintaining tools. This distribution may also be spatially significant if it
illustrates that many of these specialized activity areas fall in upland locales especially
considering the role of fire in them.
A third level of analysis will include the overall distribution of heat-treated and
non-heat-treated flakes. Heat treating is an intensive activity requiring the controlled use
of fire to thermally alter the crystalline properties of poor quality Coastal Plain chert.
This type of undertaking would be more likely to occur at a longer-term habitation site as
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opposed to an area of more limited activity as suggested by Keller (1982). Heat-treated
flakes should also be expected to be encountered in locations of specialized activity as a
result of the further bifacial reduction of tools made from already heat-treated Coastal
Plain chert, but not in the same quantities as areas where initial heat treating and tool
making took place.
The distribution of flakes by size and lipping will also be expanded to include
their association with bifaces. Flakes in this portion of the analysis should reflect a
greater frequency of lipping since they were being removed from bifacial cores or were
the result of the thinning of bifaces. Similar to the discussion above, this distribution
should be reflective of areas where people were both producing and maintaining stone
tools which were also likely to occur in areas of increased habitation. Kelly (1988)
echoes this position in his overview of the archaeological consequences of stone tool
production. He argues that there should be a concentration of bifacial flaking debris in
residential sites which is generally dominated by small bifacial retouch debris along with
a positive correlation between biface fragments and bifacial debris (Kelly 1988:723).
This should also be followed by a low incidence of biface reduction flakes used as tools
at these locations. Flakes with lipping and broken bifaces could also be potentially
located in non-residential areas though they will be in fewer in number compared to
places where people were spending prolonged periods of time.
While flakes with lipping are indicative of the production and care of bifaces,
flakes without lipping stand as evidence that they originated from cores or from a
preliminary stage of tool production (Sullivan and Rozen 1985). Close inspection of their
distribution is notable here because there are two potential localities where they may be
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located. Based on this range of potential use they may be found in association with high
frequencies of flakes and debitage left over from people making stone tools. In this
capacity they may also be associated with a broad range of other materials. They may
also be recovered from more ephemeral sites though the frequency of other materials
associated with them should be much lower in comparison to places where people were
spending longer periods of time. The distribution of cores will also be gauged against the
size distribution of flakes. Ephemeral sites should have a high frequency of small flakes
whereas longer-term sites will be more representative of flakes from the entire range of
the reduction process (Johnson 1996:119).
Sites with cores are also of interest here given their special relationship to both the
availability of raw materials and for the production of flakes for use as tools and also to
be made into tools. Despite their utility as a source of flakes, cores may also be used as
cutting or chopping tools.
Hafted bifaces recovered during the project were analyzed for their shape, size,
breakage patterns, and temporal sensitivity. To broaden this analysis beyond the realm of
just physical attributes and use-wear, I also examine their spatial distribution across the
landscape, particularly with regard to sites that were redundantly inhabited through time.
The Late Archaic spans a range of roughly three thousand years. Even though stemmed,
broad-bladed hafted bifaces are the hallmark of this time period there is also some degree
of diversity among types through time. Looking at the distribution of hafted bifaces
through time based on chronological position may reveal changes in land use patterns
that occurred over the course of the Late Archaic. This follows from Sassaman's (1991)
analyses of Middle Archaic materials from sites in South Carolina in which he noted the
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locational differences between single and multi-component sites. Reoccupation at some
sites in the project area may highlight preferences for certain areas or landforms through
time. This could also be an important variable to explore under the rubric of fire ecology
especially if people were aware that certain areas were more susceptible to burning than
others. Longer-term sites would therefore be more likely to occur in areas that were less
susceptible to burning.
Even though their occurrence was rare compared to those of other locations, sites
with just hafted bifaces will also be examined to see where they fall within the greater
landscape. In all cases, biface-only sites consisted of a lone hafted biface recovered in an
area that was otherwise devoid of flakes, debitage, or any other form of stone tool. What
this unique occurrence represents at this time is not known but it may be considered a site
“type” by itself without the aid of further analysis given the lack of other outstanding
materials. In all likelihood they represent isolated activities such as butchering or
alternatively they could also denote an episode where the tool was dropped, misplaced, or
discarded.
Summary and Conclusions
Variation in the composition and density of lithic assemblages across
archeological sites has long been considered indicative of land-use patterns among people
who use mobility as a strategy to exploit resources. In general, assemblages consisting of
simple, informal tools that are redundant across locations in a region are indicative of a
forager strategy, which is expected to occur under conditions of limited time-space
variation in the availability of resources. In contrast, assemblages consisting of diverse,
formalized tools that vary from location to location are indicative of a collector strategy,
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which is expected to occur under marked time-space variation in the availability of
resources. We can also assert that, in general, the duration and/or redundancy of use of
particular sites on the landscape will vary positively with the density and diversity of
lithic artifacts. The distribution of lithic raw materials greatly affects these generalized
relationships, particularly when raw materials are highly localized and short in supply.
The present study area, however, is rich in siliceous stone suited to chipped stone tool
manufacture, and river cobbles throughout the region provide sources of hammerstones
and grinding stones. The differential availability of lithic raw material across the study
area is thus not expected to be a major cause of interassemblage variation in assemblage
composition or density.
Efforts to model hunter-gatherer land-use to date have not seriously considered
the notion that anthropogenic changes to the landscape have the potential mitigate the
direct relationships between toolkit design and the time-space distribution of resources.
The application of management practices, like burning, would have lessened the demand
on stone tools alone to facilitate the acquisition of food resources, not in the direct sense
of tool-using activities, but rather in the way stone tools are responsive to systems-wide
variables such as the predictability of resource-seeking activities. In the next chapter, the
structural relationship between stone tools and anthropogenic fire will be examined.
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CHAPTER 5
STONE TOOLS AND FIRE ON THE LANDSCAPE

The significance of the technological organization approach to lithic artifact
analysis is that it relates properties of stone tools to dimensions of environmental and
behavioral variation far beyond the use of the tools themselves. Chief among the relevant
environmental variables is the predictability of food resources, notably where and when
they can be located and effectively exploited. In environments that are highly
predictable, tools can be designed for specific tasks at specific places on the landscape at
specific times of the year. When resources are not predictable, tools need to be
generalized or multi-purpose, because tool users do not know in advance where and when
resources will be encountered.
As reviewed in Chapter 2, fire has an integral role in determining the
composition, structure, and seasonal availability of many resources important to humans,
and fire can be implemented by humans to affect these conditions. It follows that the
application of fire, like the design and deployment of stone tool technologies, can be
considered a tool that humans use to meet their economic needs. But because fire has the
potential to alter the time-space distribution of food resources, its deliberate use, as a
management tool, has the potential to affect the design and deployment of foodacquisition and processing technologies by mitigating the direct relationship between
stone tools and environment, as proposed in models of technological organization.
Some general hypotheses can be deduced from the foregoing observations. If fire
was utilized to increase the predictability of the time-space distribution of food resources
requiring stone tools to procure and process, then stone tools would be more functionally
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specific and less generalized than under conditions of lower predictability. A corollary to
this hypothesis is that stone tool assemblages would show greater intersite variation under
conditions of enhanced predictability because tool-using tasks would dovetail into
specific locations on the landscape and recur with sufficient redundancy (say, year after
year) to enhance functional specificity. In general, the regular use of fire to enhance the
predictability of food resources on the landscape would encourage the development of
collector strategies of resource procurement and the formalized, curated toolkits
conducive to logistical mobility.
After nearly three decades of research into the technological organization of
Archaic hunter-gatherers in the Southeast, it is widely accepted that collector strategies
became more common in the Late Archaic period as populations became more densely
“packed” into various localities and maintained more permanent, or at least redundant
residential bases from which diverse logistical forays were launched to locate and procure
necessary food resources (e.g., Amick and Carr 1996; Anderson 1996). Although some
archaeologists have given considerable thought to the notion that these conditions
promoted the domestication of weedy and starchy seed-bearing species of economic
value to humans (Gremillion 1996), no one has formally hypothesized that the routine
application of fire to enhance resource predictability was a major impetus to the
emergence of collector strategies and increased land-use redundancy. Coupling the
widespread evidence for controlled use of fire by hunter-gatherers worldwide, the
sustainability of fire-adapted biomes such as the longleaf pine-wiregrass forest of
southwest Georgia renders such a hypothesis worthy of investigation.
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Using Fire to Increase Resource Predictability in Southwest Georgia
As discussed earlier, the longleaf pine-wiregrass forests of southwest Georgia
depend on frequent fire (every one to three years) to maintain its richness and health. It
is, in fact, one of the most fire-dependent ecosystems in North America (Christensen
1987). Although longleaf pine itself may not have factored into human economies in any
significant fashion, it is the open understory of the “fire forest” that is critical. When
subjected to regular fire, longleaf pine stands develop into tall, widely spaced trees whose
crowns rarely touch, enabling sunlight to reach the ground to promote to the growth of
wiregrass, legumes, forbs, and herbaceous plants. Legumes are especially noteworthy for
their role in replacing nitrogen loss through frequent burns (Haines et al. 1999), and
because they are preferred foods for white-tailed deer (Czuhai and Cushwa 1968).
The economic significance of the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem for Archaic
hunter-gatherers is not known directly, but insofar as deer, turkey, and herbaceous plants
factored into their diets, this ecosystem had potentially great significance. Lightning fire
alone may not have been sufficient to maintain this ecosystem over long periods of time
(i.e., centuries), and some foresters have suggested that natural fires must have been
supplemented by native burning (e.g., Robbins and Myers 1992). The extent, periodicity,
and intensity of native fires are unknown to us, but sufficient knowledge is known about
the fire ecology of longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystems to suggest that fire would not have
produced uniformly positive effects if applied indiscriminately. That is, human-set fires,
assuming they were set regularly, needed to be controlled in order to achieve productive,
sustainable conditions. As is true in ecosystems throughout the world, fire control in the
longleaf-wiregrass ecosystems of southwest Georgia is a function of fuel, moisture, wind,
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and topography. Stream systems provide both the topographic and moisture gradients
that enable burns to be controlled, but their sideslopes and bottomlands support not
longleaf pine, but deciduous vegetation, which, in its own right, is highly significant for
humans, but far less abundant (in ancient times) than longleaf pine forests in the greater
southwest Georgia region.
Upland ponds throughout the study area enhance the potential for controlled
burning provided by stream systems. In fact, upland wetlands are arguably more likely to
have figured into fire rotations given their abundance and physiographic position relative
to the longleaf pine-wiregrass biome. Both increased edge (pond margins) and overall
greater soil moisture contribute to fire control by bounding spaces to burn and limiting
the loss of organic matter in soil. As discussed earlier, archaeologists are beginning to
appreciate that upland wetlands throughout the southeastern Coastal Plain long attracted
human settlement. As in the use of controlled burns by Indians of Alberta (Lewis 1980),
Archaic denizens of the Dougherty Plain may have set pond edges on fire to both enable
access to open water and to improve the level of primary production for creatures up the
food chain.
The relationship between longleaf pine-wiregrass forests and upland wetlands is
indirect with respect to possible native burning. These two features of the greater region
occur in relatively close proximity to one another (<1 km) in some locales, but they are
often more distant. A host of environmental factors intervene to create tremendous
diversity in ground cover, even locally, and to this we can add the controlled use of fire.
Setting aside cause and motive, if Late Archaic populations of the Dougherty Plain
targeted upland wetlands for settlements of substantial duration (in regional pattern of
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seasonal movement, over decades), fire may have become a necessary tool to sustain
sufficient economic returns without relocating to a new locality. And if the use of fire
was intensified to sustain settlement in a given locality, longleaf pine-wiregrass
communities would potentially persist, even spread, in locations proximate to upland
wetlands of targeted settlement, all else being equal. Again, this is not a direct spatial
relationship between upland wetlands and longleaf pine, but rather a pattern of regional,
or landscape-level land-use that is best expressed by the contrasts of physiography,
hydrology, and vegetation cover between the northern and southern portions of the study
area.
Situated squarely in the Dougherty Plain, the ca. 40-km long expanse of the
project area expresses some differences with potential consequences for human
settlement and controlled use of fire. By virtue of the survey design, the study area can be
divided it into a north tract consisting largely of the Chickasawhatachee survey (see
Chapter 3), and a south tract consisting largely of the Ichuaway survey. In general, the
north tract has more and more reliable surface water than the south tract. At the south
end of the north tract, stream courses leave a near-surface limestone substrate and enter
an unconsolidated sandy plain, which encourages the development of narrower, incised
channels and floodplains. Occasional submergence and reemergence of channels occurs
in the south tract at locations of karstic erosion. Upland wetlands decrease in size and
frequency from north to south in the south tract, leaving only stream channels as a
reliable source of perennial water and wetland habitat.
Both tracts are capable of sustaining longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystems in a
variety of settings, and both very well may have been dominated by these forests in
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precolonial times. Irrespective of original condition, the north tract is less capable of
supporting large, unbroken tracts of longleaf pine-wiregrass communities because it is
punctuated so frequently by wetlands, upland and bottomland. Of course, this very
condition of patchiness or heterogeneity offers countless benefits to organisms, like
humans, with varied diets, as well as optimal habitat for controlled burning at the scale of
the locality. The overall greater moisture regime of the north tract makes it much less
risky for burning than its southern counterpart.
Ultimately, from an archaeological point of view, it is the predictability of the
environment that is most relevant as this is what enables the development of routine
practices that leave distinctive archaeological residues. For this project, the residues
available for study are the stone tool and tool debris scattered across the surfaces of
hundreds of sites. It remains now to bridge the hypotheses for fire use to observable
dimensions of variation in lithic assemblages.
The sorts of test implications pertinent to assemblages of stone tools are enabled
by comparisons between the north and south survey tracts. Given the contrasting
conditions of the north and south tracts for settlement and potential use of fire, we can
propose a number of test implications for variation in stone tool assemblages at sites
between the tracts. These implications follow from the general hypotheses stated above,
and with the assumption (that awaits testing) that the north tract could be more
successfully managed with fire to yield greater predictability than its southern
counterpart.
1. Lithic assemblages will be relatively diverse and dense more often at sites in
the north tract by virtue of longer, more repeated, and/or more intense habitation.
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2. Lithic assemblages at sites adjacent to upland ponds in the north tract will be
as diverse and dense as sites adjacent to stream channels and other bottomland
wetlands in the north tract.
3. Lithic tools from sites of the north tract will exhibit a greater level of
functional specificity than tools from sites in the south tract.
4. Sites in the north tract will exhibit a higher level of interassemblage variation
than sites in the south tract.
The balance of this chapter examines the data available to address each of these
test implications.
Variation in Stone Tool Assemblages
Drawing on the discussion of lithic artifact types in Chapter 4, a simple typology of
assemblages provides the necessary units for comparison outlined in the test implications
above. The sorting criteria for these types and their inferred function are listed in Table
5-1. This typology is not meant to imply that these types are mutually exclusive, for
variation in duration or reuse of sites can alone account for differences between Types II
and III, for example. However, given that these samples were collected from surfaces
subject to all manner of post-depositional transformations, including previous collection,
the analysis here must remain coarse-grained until better controls are enabled. Despite
the limitations of the data, the hope remains that patterning would be sufficiently robust
to emerge from large-sample comparisons between survey tracts, as well as locational
contexts within tracts.
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Table 5-1. Assemblage Typology and Inferred Site Function.
Type

artifacts

function

I

cobble tools, bifaces, cores, and flakes

prolonged/repeated habitation

II

bifaces and flakes

short-term camp

III

only flakes

transient use, butchering

IV

isolated hafted biface

field loss, hunting

The absolute and relative frequencies of assemblages by type and survey tract are
given in Table 5-2. Components included in this analysis include any site with a
demonstrable Late Archaic component (i.e., diagnostic hafted biface of Late Archaic age)
and all other “lithic” sites lacking pottery, which are presumed to be Archaic in age. Two
uncontrollable biases are introduced by including sites lacking diagnostic Late Archaic
artifacts. First, some of the sites lacking pottery are undoubtedly of the period of pottery
making (i.e., post-3500 B.P.), merely locations that did not result in the breakage and
deposition of pottery vessels. Second, some of the lithic sites undoubtedly predate the
Late Archaic period. Debitage of early Holocene age is often rendered conspicuously
different from later debris because of an advanced level of weathering, but mid-Holocene
(Middle Archaic) debitage is not easily distinguished for debris of the subsequent period.
Obviating these biases is the sheer dominance of Late Archaic hafted bifaces in
collections from the project area, signifying a marked intensity of land-use during this
period, a pattern not uncommon for other locales of the upper Coastal Plain (e.g.,
Sassaman et al. 1990).
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As the totals in Table 5-2 show, Type III assemblages are the most common
across the board. Type II sites are second in frequency, followed by Types VI and I. It
makes intuitive sense that the densest (Type I) and least dense (Type IV) assemblage
types are relatively rare, the former because they map on to locations most desirable for
human occupation, which are relatively rare, and the latter because they are like the
proverbial “needle in the haystack.” The most frequent type, Type III, is useful not only
for testing inferences about land-use patterns, but also for checking observed patterning
against sample bias. That is, the distribution of this highest frequency site type provides
a basis for eliminating survey bias as an explanation for the lack of lower-frequency site
types in areas populated by Type III sites. None of the assemblage types as so limited in
frequency as to undermine any attempt to locate nonrandom patterning in their
distributions.
The total sample of 446 sites is evenly divided between the north and south tracts
(Table 5-2). By assemblage type, the frequencies of sites between survey tracts reveal
marked differences. Figures 5-1 through 5-4 illustrate these differences graphically and
provide an inferential basis for detecting differences in land-use patterns. The most
dramatic difference is the clear tendency for Type I sites to occur in the north tract
(Figure 5-1). The lack of Type I sites in south tract (Table 5-2) is not quite accurate, for
it excludes a few such sites just beyond the major polygon of the tract. Also, there is a
decided collector bias in the south tract that may have removed from some sites hafted
bifaces and/or cobble tools (John Chamblee, personal communication, 2009), reducing
these assemblage to Types II and III. One can add to these biases a relative lack of
cobbles to the south. Still, considering these and other biases, the tendency for Type I
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Table 5-2. Absolute and Relative Frequencies of Sites by Assemblage Type and
Survey Tract.
Type
I

II

III

IV

North Tract
n

South Tract

32

0

Total
32

row%

100.0

0.0

100.0

col%

14.2

0.0

7.2

n

88

37

125

row%

70.4

29.6

100.0

col%

38.9

16.8

28.0

n

87

row%

36.6

63.4

100.0

col%

38.5

68.6

53.4

n

19

32

51

row%

37.3

62.7

100.0

col%

8.4

14.5

11.4

Total n

151

226

220

238

446

row%

50.7

49.3

100.0

col%

100.0

100.0

100.0

sites to be located in the north tract is highly robust. Consideration of locational
patterning among Type I sites within this tract is taken up further below.
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Figure 5-1. Type I sites with hafted bifaces, bifaces, flakes, cobbles, and cores.
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Figure 5-2. Type II sites with hafted bifaces, bifaces, and flakes.
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Figure 5-3. Type III sites with just flakes.
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Figure 5-4. Type IV sites with just hafted bifaces, notably isolated finds.
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Type II sites likewise show a nonrandom tendency to be located in the north tract
(Figure 5-2). Well over two-thirds of the 125 sites of this type are located in the north
tract. This trend is reversed with Type III (Figure 5-3) and Type IV (Figure 5-4) sites,
which are almost twice as frequent in the south tract as they are in the north tract.
In short, the frequency distributions of site types by survey tract provide ample
evidence to infer different patterns of land-use to the north and south of the study area.
There are absolutely no data to determine if these divergent patterns are due to
differential land-use, cultural divisions, or even chronological variations masked by the
coarseness of lithic biface typology. One can lament the lack of better data to address
these issues, but instead we will review the four test implications listed above and draw
whatever inferences these data allow.
The first test implication derived from the general hypothesis about use of fire is
that lithic assemblages will be relatively diverse and dense more often at sites in the north
tract by virtue of longer, more repeated, and/or more intense habitation. This appears to
be borne out in the data available, although the sampling biases mentioned earlier may
lessen robustness of the pattern. Given its abundant surface water, the north tract clearly
held great potential for not only riverine habitation, but also interriverine settlement in
proximity to wetlands and ponds.
The second implication states that lithic assemblages at sites adjacent to upland
ponds in the north tract will be as diverse and dense as sites adjacent to stream channels
and other bottomland wetlands in the north tract. This is generally true, but not all upland
ponds with sites yielded diverse and dense assemblages, and some of the bottomland
locations in the north tract produced assemblages of marked density and diversity. The
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overall pattern is one that is being observed elsewhere in the upper Coastal Plain (e.g.,
Brokks et al. 1996, 2001), namely, that upland wetlands were capable of sustaining
settlement as well as riverine sites. In the south tract of the project area, upland wetlands
are not as numerous and reliable as in the north tract, and they have a greater tendency to
dry out during prolonged periods of drought.
The third implication is that lithic tools from sites of the north tract will exhibit a
greater level of functional specificity than tools from sites in the south tract. For this we
have only anecdotal evidence, as well as the observation that cobble tools are diverse and
relatively common at sites in the north tract. Better evidence for functional specificity
may be subtle, as in the shape and angle of edges on standard hafted bifaces.
Finally, the fourth implication is that sites in the north tract will exhibit a higher
level of interassemblage variation than sites in the south tract. This is patently obvious
given the greater evenness across site types within the north tract. No single site type
accounts for more than 39 percent of all sites in the north tract. In contrast, Type III sites
comprise almost 69 percent of all sites in the south tract. North tract sites, as a
population, evince a much greater degree of interassemblage variation than those of the
south tract.
Discussion and Conclusion
The relatively marked difference between the surface assemblages of lithic
artifacts from sites in the north and south survey tracts is most likely due to divergent
land-use patterns. There are many similarities in the environments of both tracts, but the
differences outweigh the similarities, at least as they affected the distribution of classes of
lithic artifacts recovered in this study. The chief difference would appear to be the
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greater amount of surface water in the north tract. Both areas have upland ponds, but
those of the north tract are larger, more numerous, and more consistently watered
compared to those of the south tract. They were clearly capable of attracting and
sustaining human settlement, and they would have positioned groups in close proximity
(ca. 1-5 km) to upland stands of longleaf pine. The upland landforms that historically
supported these stands contain an abundance of so-called “lithic scatters” (Type II and III
sites, in particular), the sorts of residues we could expect from hunting forays away from
sites of habitation. The south tract abounds in these site types, plus it contains an
abundance of isolated hafted biface finds, indicative perhaps of losses during hunts (e.g.,
embedded in deer that escaped after being hit, or unretrieved projectiles from shots that
missed their targets), but also possibly due to collector bias.
Biases notwithstanding, the two survey tracts contain measurably different
archaeological records, and the distinction is strong enough to be tentatively regarded as
land-use variations. But to what extent are the differences the result of functional
differentiation within one settlement-subsistence system, as opposed to distinct patterns
of cultural difference, coeval or not? Too few data are available to answer this question
with confidence, but some tentative answers can be proffered.
Assuming that the differences observed in the study are indicative of functional or
seasonal variation within a single, unified settlement-subsistence system, the north tract
was the nexus of long-term and repeated settlement, whereas the south tract encompassed
a range of short-term, perhaps seasonally-specific activities. Given the physiographic
and hydrologic differences between the two tracts, these inferences are hardly
provocative. Potential exists for fire management in both areas to improve their
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economic utility and predictability, but they would have likely been treated differently for
natural and cultural reasons. The natural reasons center on the distribution of surface
water, ambient soil moisture, and surface topography. The cultural reasons center on the
sensibilities about the proximity of locations for burning to habitable places. Without
question, this level of functional differentiation is well within the range of settlement
scale among contemporary hunter-gatherers (Kelly 1995), and even a minor fraction of
the presumed annual mobility range of Early Archaic foragers of the Savannah River
valley (Anderson and Hanson 1988).
Alternatively, Late Archaic archaeological records elsewhere in the lower
Southeast show a marked level of group differentiation and niche specialization (e.g.,
Anderson 1996; Sassaman et al. 1988). If this sort of process accounted for the
assemblage variation between the north and south tracts, then we would be observing the
residues of local groups with distinctive land-use strategies: a southern group oriented to
stream channels and utilizing upland landforms for only short-term, specialized purposes
(i.e., hunting deer), and a northern group that targeted upland wetlands, as well as stream
channels, for habitation, and mapped onto a more heterogeneous landscape with greater
site functional specificity. Fire may have been equally central to either strategy/group,
but its implications for broader patterns and processes vary with context, a subject
addressed in the closing chapter of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 6
HUNTER-GATHERER LIFEWAYS IN THE INTERIOR COASTAL PLAIN:
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Incorporating historical ecology into preexisting models of Late Archaic huntergatherer land use provides the opportunity to develop new ideas related to life in the
interior Coastal Plain. Previous land-use patterns pertaining to people living in the region
during the Late Archaic have been characterized by a shift from a system of residential
mobility as utilized by groups during the previous Early and Middle Archaic to one
marked by restricted or entrenched logistical mobility (Amick and Carr 1996:15;
Sassaman et al. 1988:90). Settlement models developed to address site distributions in the
interior Coastal Plain have tended to place a great deal of emphasis on riverine resources,
such as floodplains and more specifically edge swamps and sloughs that were exposed to
seasonal flooding (Stoltman 1974; Turnbaugh 1975). The utility and accuracy of the
“Middle Coastal Plain Flood Plain Swamp Model,” developed in the 1970s to address the
patterning of Late Archaic archaeological sites has been upheld by subsequent surveys
and excavations at several locales in the in the Coastal Plain (Elliott and Sassaman
1995:142).
A shortcoming of these models is the lack of emphasis they place on the potential
that hunter-gatherers had significantly altered the distribution of food resources that were
important to them. There is also a lack of attention paid to upland locales and their
susceptibility to fire, which were likely areas of exploitation by hunter-gatherers using
fire, following Lewis and Ferguson (1999) and Sassaman (1988). Similar upland areas
in the Southeast are now receiving greater attention for their wetlands (e.g., Brookes et al.
1996), though hunter-gatherer burning is not considered. It is now generally accepted
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that river-based settlement was augmented by movement away from rivers and into
interriverine areas on a seasonal basis marked by periods of group aggregation in the
lowlands (Anderson and Joseph 1988; Anderson 1996:170; Goodyear et al.1979;
Sassaman et al. 1990:311).
Giving greater consideration to activities such as anthropogenic burning augments
preexisting models of land use. For example, regular burning in upland areas, especially
those interspersed with ponds and wetlands, would have created and preserved a
patchwork of ecotones (Denevan 1992; Lewis and Ferguson 1999). Empirical evidence
to fully test this hypothesis in the project area is lacking due to a variety of factors.
However, it has been possible to draw some conclusions and develop additional research
questions based on artifact and site patterning that can be additionally explored,
augmented, and tested in the course of future research endeavors. By manipulating the
distribution of economic resources people would have enhanced the predictability of the
resources in some areas. This would also be reflected in the types of artifacts found in
particular localities, especially in relation to forest cover.
Following Balee and Erickson (2006), the landscape must be considered to be a
reflection of the cultures that interacted with it. From this perspective the distribution
and sustainability of the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem may potentially be thought of
as being anthropogenic in nature. Thinking of the interior Coastal Plain as a managed
landscape (Denevan 1992) may help account for the distribution of artifacts recovered at
Late Archaic sites in the region. For example, rather than just thinking of upland areas as
a relative “no man’s lands” due to their distance to flowing water, they may be
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reconsidered following a combination of Lewis and Ferguson’s (1999) “fire corridors”
and Head et al. (2002) concept of “garden.”
It is likely that large portions of the uplands were fired wholesale in a similar
fashion to Lewis and Ferguson’s (1999) “fire corridor.” This could have been easily
accomplished by taking advantage of natural topographic features such as ridges. The
already dry uplands with their sandy soils would have been prime for burning. However,
upland ponds and wetlands would likely have needed special attention following Head et
al. (2001) “garden” concept. This would probably have stemmed from differing types of
vegetation growing in direct proximity to the wetlands. For example, hardwood tree
species would likely have grown directly around pond and wetland areas given their
greater access to groundwater. These hardwoods would have stood in stark contrast to
the surrounding longleaf pine forest though they would have contributed to higher levels
of biodiversity in the immediate areas around the ponds and wetlands. While a few large
hardwood trees would certainly be acceptable, thickets of small trees would not. The
combination of increased surface soil moisture and hardwood leaf litter that would
otherwise be non-conducive to burning would ensure that pond and wetland edges
received special attention to make sure flames adequately spread into those areas and
burned the vegetation evenly. Following Head et al. (2002), wetlands therefore likely
acted as “individual patches and represent domiculture based on their distribution within
the broader sphere of human/environmental interaction or “domus.” They occur as
discrete and distinctive physical localities that are patchily distributed within a wider area
(“country”) as a result of geology and they also correspond with nodes of intensive
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human labor (“garden”) that are further incorporated into the understanding of the
broader landscape (Head et al. 2002:182).
From a material perspective, these sorts of landscape-level activities should be
reflected in the types of artifacts recovered from these areas. With regard to the interior
Coastal Plain, upland areas were likely maintained as hunting areas given their high
levels of biodiversity which would be enhanced by burning. Based on this assumption
both whole and broken finished stone tools used for hunting and/or butchering along with
debitage associated with their maintenance would be expected in upland locales.
Following this line, flakes should also be small since they would be produced by the
maintenance rather than the production of stone tools. Following Ingold (1992), there
may also have been unintended consequences in that some areas like the uplands may
have been rendered useless for long-term settlement due to regular burning. Longer-term
habitation sites may have been placed in locations that were not as susceptible to fire.
They will also display a wider variety of artifacts which stand as material evidence for
the greater number of activities that were undertaken there.
In the long-term, the utility of anthropogenic fire in the interior Coastal Plain will
have to be gauged against the reality of lightning-induced fires. It has long been held that
the longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem was maintained by natural lightning fires.
However, were those types of fires frequent enough to ensure the stability of the system?
Was the natural cycle consistent enough to burn large swaths of forest? Climate can be
highly unpredictable. In the case of longleaf pine forests, they need to be subjected to
low-intensity fires every one to three years to be sustained. If they do not burn regularly
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various hardwood species, especially oaks, gain a foothold. With time, they will outcompete the slower-growing pine for nutrients and especially access to sunlight.
People compensated for this unpredictability by taking matters into their own
hands. That the forest existed at all in the extent that it did at contact likely stands as
evidence for its long term interaction with people. Humans leave a pronounced footprint
on the landscape (Crumley and Marquardt 1990; Crumley 1994; Kirch and Hunt 1997;
Lansing 1991). The primary issue here is that hunter-gatherers interact and domesticate
the landscape at an immense scale. Their connection with it is more significant than
simply wandering through it in search of food.
Taking a long-term perspective on the role of fire in culture change, two
alternative scenarios warrant consideration. First, fire may have been one among many
responses to economic shortfalls that were precipitated by decreased mobility, higher
population density, and increased settlement permanence or redundancy. This is the ageold problem of economic intensification that structures many arguments about culture
change in anthropology. In the case of the Dougherty Plain, the argument is that Late
Archaic groups made increasingly permanent and redundant use of “prime real estate,” in
this case, terraces and floodplains of major stream channels, and especially locations of
stream confluence. Expansion into upland areas, where surface water was available, is
one among many solutions to demographic crowding and diminished economic returns in
bottomland locales. At locations of upland settlement groups would have eventually
reached the point of diminishing returns and either relocated to other locales in the
uplands, or, when relocation was not an option, make adjustments to enhance or expand
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the resource base of the fixed area surrounding encampments. Fire, in this scenario, is
one of several strategies that could have been employed to meet this demand.
Alternatively, the use of fire in upland locales by river-based groups experiencing
economic and demographic stress could have pre-adapted the upland biome for
subsequent relocation of some or all of the riverine groups to the uplands.
Either scenario implies that group dispersal into the uplands was an alternative to
the usual river-based settlement of the Late Archaic period. The question remains: were
groups “pulled” into upland habitat or rather “pushed” there by economic stresses
stemming from overexploitation of bottomland locations? We can add to this another
questions deduce from a political economic perspective. That is, were movements into
the uplands precipitated by intergroup conflicts or some sort of stress of a political
nature? In this regard, the uplands provided refuge, and were structured in a way that
disallowed the formation of large social aggregates. Unlike the large floodplain and
terrace locales along major streams, landforms associated with upland wetlands are
smaller and more dispersed, encouraging greater local group autonomy, and placing a cap
on demographic expansion, at least locally.
The use of fire would have enabled this sort of realignment to occur with a high
level of success. Throughout the greater Southeast Coastal Plain, upland dispersal was a
common strategy of settlement beginning in the late Late Archaic period (after ca. 3500
BP), and continuing into the Early Woodland period. Insofar as fire was among the tools
people used to enable this widespread change, we should consider more seriously its role
in the emergence of the so-called Eastern Horticultural Complex (Gremillion 1996).
Indeed, the appearance of native domesticates after ca. 3000 BP is now tied to use of
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upland habitat in the lower Midwest and Midsouth. Fire likely played a role in this
development, either directly in the sense of augmenting habitat to improve the conditions
of domestication, or more generally in contributing to a cultural disposition for
manipulating, or “domesticating” nature.
In Neolithic Europe, the ideological shift from viewing nature as independent of
human action to one that recognizes and naturalizes human actions to alter environments
is a process Hodder (1990) refers to “the domestication of Europe.” We do not have
sufficient evidence from the Southeast U.S. to determine if a similar shift occurred in the
transition from hunting and gathering to farming. Full-scale agriculture in the Southeast
would not appear until about 1000 BP., 2000 years after the Late Archaic period. Still, it
is worth considering how the deliberate use of fire to alter vegetation and landscape may
have predisposed native peoples in the Southeast to the adoption of farming many
centuries later.
Finally, the problem of equifinality looms large. In studies worldwide, the
association between evidence for fire and human settlement is robust. However,
arguments for causation are never conclusive. That is, we simply do not have convincing
evidence in virtually any claim of anthropogenic burning that humans did not simply
respond to natural-set fires. One could easily imagine that fires set naturally were readily
observable by ancient people, even at great distances. Knowing that the consequences of
fires one, two, or more years hence were beneficial, humans could have simply scheduled
their settlement moves in accordance with natural fire. This assumes, of course, that
humans had unfettered access to territory, which is generally not the case. To attribute all
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human use of burned areas to the rhythms of nature alone requires that we fully document
those rhythms and the consequences of utility for humans.
The need for better, more thorough data on lightning-set fires has already been
noted. Other needs for future research center on direct evidence for fire and direct
associations between fire and human settlement. Site-specific data are lacking. Sediment
cores from upland wetlands in the Dougherty Plain are needed to document both the
incidence of fire from charcoal and the consequences of fire from pollen. Efforts to date
have not been fruitful, largely because so many of the upland wetlands were subject to
seasonal drying, or have been destroyed by modern land alterations. The greatest
potential for finding preserved sediment records is in the wetlands of the
Chickasawhatchee area (i.e., the north tract). Compared to other areas of the Dougherty
Plain, this tract has more and better watered ponds, and thus greater potential to locate
deposits that have not dried out or been completely destroyed in the modern era.
Ultimately, one could assemble a convincing argument for anthropogenic burning
one site at a time. However, this strategy alone is not likely to illustrate the scope and
significance of native uses of fire if indeed this was a regional, landscape-scale strategy
that truly structured the world in which they lived. This deeper, historical approach to the
problem benefits from a wider array of data sets and scales of analysis that are both
temporally and spatially expansive. This dissertation is an initial step in that direction
and hopefully will inspire others to carry this line of research forward to demonstrate that
even hunter-gatherers, with their simple technology and mobile lifestyle, left large and
lasting footprints on the landscape of the Southeast.
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